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Welcome

The BICSI Fall Conference is a Hybrid Affair.
Learn and Enjoy from Here or from There.
How fitting to return to Las Vegas, the city of neon lights and 24-hour
excitement, for the 2021 BICSI Hybrid Fall Conference & Exhibition!
Whether you are joining us on site or through the wizardry of wireless
data exchange, we are so glad you are here.
This hybrid event was created with today’s multitasked information and
communications technology (ICT) professionals in mind. We know your
knowledge of the industry is most powerful when it overlaps multiple areas,
so we are providing new knowledge and learning across the full IT/telecommunications/ICT spectrum. And because all general session and concurrent
session presentations will be available for 30 days post-conference, you
can see them all, greatly expanding your conference takeaway.
The opportunities to expand your knowledge and connect with industry
professionals from around the world are substantial, regardless of how
you attend. Participate fully and make the most of your learning experience.
Remember: The in-person registration fee also includes admittance to the virtual conference.
All content is available up to 30 days post-conference for both virtual and in-person attendees.
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BICSI Committees

BICSI Volunteers are the BEST
As a volunteer and member-driven professional association, BICSI relies
heavily on the support and contributions of our dedicated volunteers.
We are extremely grateful to those who have committed their time and
talents to elevate BICSI to a leading position in the connected world.
Thank you to all our hardworking volunteers who serve on
a BICSI committee, subcommittee, or workgroup – it takes
ALL your combined efforts to make a real difference!

2021-2022 BICSI Committees
BICSI Cares
Ethics
Finance & Audit
Nominating
Program Coordination
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BICSI Committees
2021-2022 BICSI Subcommittees and Workgroups
Professional Development Subcommittee
Workgroups
○
○
○
○
○

Future Education Needs and Trends
Conference Presentation Selection
Mentoring
Emerging Professionals & Students
Women in BICSI

Registration & Credentials Supervision Subcommittee
Workgroups
○
○
○
○
○

RCDD
OSP
Data Center
RTPM
Installation

Standards Subcommittee
Workgroups
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

BIM Best Practices
Codes
Data Center Design
Data Center Operations
Educational Facilities
Healthcare
ICT Installation
Intelligent Building
Outside Plant Construction & Installation
Power & Utility
Transportation Facilities
Wireless Systems

Technical Information & Methods Subcommittee

Want to be the Change and Get Involved?
If you think your expert knowledge has the potential to move BICSI
even further into the future, consider volunteering for a BICSI committee.
We can help you connect to the future of ICT!
Stop by BICSI Central in the BICSI Community on site or visit the virtual
BICSI Booth to learn more. bicsi.org/volunteer
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Privacy and Health & Safety

BICSI Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions

By registering for the BICSI Fall Conference, you acknowledge you
have read and agreed to be bound by BICSI’s Events Code of Conduct,
Communicable Disease Waiver, Privacy Policy (bicsi.org/privacy) and the
BICSI Fall Conference Terms and Conditions (bicsi.org/fallterms). Please
see below and/or view online for details.
BICSI Events Code of Conduct: It is BICSI’s goal to provide
a welcoming environment for all participants at its events, in-person
or virtual. Participants are required to engage in professional conduct
at all times and to treat every other participant with respect. Any
participant failing to follow this rule may be subject to removal from
the event and other discipline at the discretion of BICSI.
Important Notice and Waiver: By registering for this conference,
I acknowledged that travel and attendance at in-person events involves
the risk of contracting communicable diseases. I agreed to comply with
all safety protocols announced by BICSI or the facility. I agreed to waive
and hold BICSI harmless from any liability or expenses arising from the
contraction or spread of communicable disease at the BICSI event.

Health & Safety Information

The safety and health of our members, credential holders, attendees,
exhibitors, vendors, and staff is of the highest priority, and we are actively
monitoring the guidelines and recommendations from the government
agencies, as well as the Sands Expo and The Venetian Resort, to ensure
the safety of everyone involved. At the time of printing this program*, BICSI
is following state and local regulations, in which fully vaccinated individuals
are not required to wear a face covering while attending the BICSI Fall
Conference and Exhibition. At this time, in accordance with state requirements, unvaccinated individuals should wear approved face coverings.
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Privacy and Health & Safety
By not wearing an approved face covering, you certify that you are fully
vaccinated and that other guests in the area can rely on that as a truthful
statement.
Please respect that individuals may choose to continue using face
coverings based on their personal preference. We will rely on our guests
to accurately follow the guidelines based on their vaccination status.
If you need a face covering, please check with the BICSI Registration Staff.
BICSI has worked closely with The Venetian Resort and Sands Expo
& Convention Center to implement cleaning and sanitization standards
that meet or exceed the recommendations of the CDC. It is the responsibility
of everyone to maintain personal hygiene, including washing your hands
frequently. For more information on The Venetian’s Clean Commitment,
please see their website (venetian.com/policy/venetian-clean.html).
If you begin to feel unwell at any time during the conference, BICSI and
The Venetian can provide an EMT to assist in evaluating symptoms. If you
are in the meeting space or Exhibit Hall when you have symptoms, please
immediately talk to any BICSI staff member to assist. If you are in your
hotel room when you have symptoms, please use your hotel phone to
contact the hotel operator. Medical assistance can be brought straight
to your suite 24 hours a day.
*Should regulations change, the most up-to-date information will be provided on site.

Compete. Sponsor. Cheer.
2022

2022 BICSI Cabling Skills Challenge
31 Jan. – 2 Feb. at the BICSI Winter Conference in Orlando, FL
$5,000 grand prize and 2022 Installer of the

Year title up for grabs!
Details at bicsi.org.skillschallenge.
Product donations due 31 December 2021.
Competitor applications due 3 January 2022.
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General Information
All times are listed in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT). All conference events highlighted in this program
will take place at The Venetian Resort/Sands Expo Convention Center – Level Two, unless
otherwise noted. All prices are listed in U.S. dollars.

Registration & Information

Attendee, Exhibitor & Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration and Information
are located in Venetian Ballroom F-K.
Attendee & Exhibitor
Sunday...................................... 7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Monday..................................... 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Tuesday..................................... 7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Wednesday............................... 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thursday................................... 8 a.m.-noon (Attendee Registration only)
Exhibit Hall Visitor
Monday..................................... 2-7:30 p.m.
Tuesday.....................................11 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Wednesday............................... 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

BICSI Community

The BICSI Community is home to BICSI Central, BICSI Cares, and the
Registration & Information Desk. Conveniently grouped together, you
will find all these areas in the Venetian Ballroom F-K. BICSI Central is
your BICSI information center and marketplace. View and purchase
BICSI manuals at special conference pricing and check out our full line
of BICSI Gear merchandise. Staff will also be available to talk to you
about BICSI membership and volunteer services, and training and
credentialing opportunities.

Ray Gendron/BICSI Cares Scholarship
A $5,000 Educational Scholarship is open
to BICSI Members of two or more years
and their immediate family members.
Go to bicsi.org/bicsicares for details and
to apply. Applications must be received by
31 October 2021.
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General Information
BICSI Central and BICSI Cares Hours
Sunday......................................
Monday.....................................
Tuesday.....................................
Wednesday...............................
Thursday...................................

10 a.m.-5 p.m. (BICSI Cares only)
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
8 a.m.-noon (BICSI Cares closes at 10:30 a.m.)

BICSI Fall Conference App

Stay organized with BICSI’s Fall Conference App, available for download
on iPhone®, iPad®, and Android® devices at bicsi.org/apps.
Use your smartphone or tablet to:
○ Plan and keep track of your conference schedule.
○ View the interactive Exhibit Hall floor plan and search for exhibitors.
○ Create session/exhibitor notes.
○ View the conference photo gallery (available for iPhone and iPad only).
○ Complete BICSI surveys, including session surveys and the Fall
Conference attendee survey.
○ Plus much more!
Attendee Survey
Please take a few minutes to complete a brief online survey about your
conference experience. By providing your contact information at the 		
prompt, you will automatically be entered in the Fall Conference
& Exhibition Giveaway to win a downloadable BICSI manual or standard.
You may access the attendee survey on your handheld device using the
BICSI Fall Conference App available at bicsi.org/apps.

Conference Certificates

Conference attendees who wish to receive a 2021 BICSI Fall Conference
& Exhibition Certificate of Attendance must request one via the BICSI Fall
Conference website – please visit bicsi.org/fall. Certificates will be emailed
after the conference.

Conference Presentations

Presentations will be available on the BICSI Fall Conference App
(bicsi.org/apps) and the virtual platform throughout the conference.
If updates are made to the presentations, you can view the updated
versions on the post-conference website (bicsi.org/fall) within
30 days of the conference.
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General Information
Continuing Education Credits

Conference attendees will be awarded 15 BICSI continuing education credits
(CECs). In addition, this conference satisfies the BICSI RCDD® conference
requirement for attendance. All in-person credential holders must check in or
register on site by noon local time on Thursday, 26 August, to be awarded
CECs for each of the credentials they hold and to fulfill the RCDD conference
attendance requirement. All virtual credential holders must log into the virtual
platform prior to 26 September.
Pre-Conference Masterclasses:
The 15 CECs earned for attending the conference do not include
the Pre-Conference Masterclasses. The number of CECs awarded
for the Pre-Conference Masterclasses can be found on pages 25-28.
To be certain you receive CECs for attending any Pre-Conference
Masterclasses, all BICSI Credential holders must check in no later
than 30 minutes after the Masterclass start time. CECs earned from
the Fall Conference and/or Pre-Conference Masterclass attendance
will appear on your transcript approximately 30 business days after
the close of the conference.

Credential Holders Lounge

The Credential Holders Lounge is a place exclusively for BICSI credential
holders to network and relax. Get to know other credential holders as you
enjoy refreshments sponsored by our Silver Sponsor. The Lounge is located
in Bellini 2001-2003 & 2102-2103 and is open during the following hours:
Monday.......................................
Tuesday.......................................
Wednesday.................................
Thursday.....................................

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
8-10 a.m.

Door Prizes

Door prizes will be awarded on site during the closing general session. To
participate, registered on-site attendees must drop their business card in the
specially marked container at BICSI Central. The drawing will take place on
Thursday at 11:45 a.m. You MUST be present to win. Only one business card
may be submitted per registered on-site attendee. Door prize gifts are provided
on behalf of Fall Conference Bronze Sponsors. Exhibitors are not eligible
to win.
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General Information
Exhibit Hall Drink Tickets

As part of your conference registration, BICSI will provide three complimentary drinks per night during the on-site evening Exhibit Hall Receptions
on Monday and Tuesday. A sheet of six perforated drink tickets can be found
in your attendee bag. Additional drink tickets will be for sale for US$10 each
at the Registration & Information desk located in Venetian Ballroom F-K.

Exhibit Hall Lunch Tickets

On-site attendees and exhibitors are invited to lunch in the Exhibit Hall on
Tuesday from noon-1:30 p.m. and on Wednesday from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
One lunch ticket per day will be provided at the time of registration. You
must show your lunch ticket to receive lunch.

Lost and Found

Any lost and found items may be picked up and turned in to Registration
& Information in the Venetian Ballroom F-K.

Name Badge

While on site at the conference, you are required to wear your name badge
at all times to gain entrance to Fall Conference & Exhibition events. Attendees
will be charged a $20 replacement fee to have a new badge made on site.

Photographer/Videographer on Premises

A professional photographer and videographer will be on site to document
conference events and activities. Photographs and videotapes are the sole
property of BICSI. By registering for and attending BICSI events, attendees
understand that BICSI may use their image for future promotional purposes.
If you do not wish to be photographed, please notify the photographer/
videographer on site.

Program Changes

Any last-minute changes to the schedule will be announced at the beginning
of sessions or via the Fall conference app at bicsi.org/apps.

Virtual BICSI Booth

While visiting the virtual Exhibit Hall, click on the BICSI Booth. BICSI
representatives will be available to chat live and answer any questions you
have. Ask us about BICSI membership, volunteering, publications, training,
credentialing, and anything else you want to know about.

Weapons Not Permitted

Weapons and items that appear to be weapons are not permitted in any
BICSI Conference space, including the Exhibit Hall.
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General Information
Women in BICSI

Women in BICSI (WiB) is a workgroup within BICSI committed to fostering
involvement, career and personal growth, and professional development of
women in the ICT industry. The WiB group hosts get-togethers and webinars,
and has a regular column in the quarterly BICSI Insider e-newsletter. WiB will
host a virtual-only presentation titled “Born to be Fabulous” on Tuesday,
24 August, as well as an in-person Meet and Greet on Wednesday, 25 August,
in the BICSI Theater. Visit bicsi.org/wib for more about Women in BICSI.

WOMEN

in

BICSI

Encouraging and assisting the careers and
personal growth of women in the ICT industry

Join us.
Tuesday, 24 August
Noon-12:30 p.m. ● Virtual Only
“Born to be Fabulous”

by Denise Pappas of Valcom,
Roanoke, Virginia

Wednesday, 25 August
Noon-1 p.m. ● In-Person Only
Meet and Greet

BICSI Theater – Hall D
Grab your lunch and join
us in the BICSI Theater.

Learn more. bicsi.org/wib
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Hotel Information
Hotel Information

The Venetian Resort
3355 Las Vegas Blvd. South
Las Vegas, NV 89109 USA
General Inquiries: +1 702.414.1000

Business Services

The FedEx Office Business Center offers you just about everything to meet
your business needs, including signs, banners, posters, tent cards, brochures,
flyers, or presentation printing, copying, and binding services. Computer
rentals, scanning, faxing, and internet connectivity are all available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, and pre-conference file assistance is also available.

Checkout and Early Departure

An early departure fee in the amount equal to all remaining suite charges
and taxes will be due and payable from guests checking out prior to their
scheduled departure date. Guests will be asked to confirm their departure
date upon check-in. Guests may be able to change their departure date
without penalty at the time of check-in, depending on the terms of the rate
which they have reserved. If your booking is prepaid, it is nonrefundable, and
the full stay will still be charged. All other reservations will be charged the full
amount including taxes and fees. Certain exceptions may apply. Luggage can
be stored on a complimentary basis for guests who have checked out but
are not yet departing the hotel.

In Case of Emergency

To contact Venetian Security, dial 79311 on any house phone or call
+1 702.607.9311 on a land line or cell phone. In case of medical emergency,
The Venetian Resort encourages guests to dial 911 in addition to Security
Dispatch.

Parking Information

The Venetian Resort has two complimentary parking garages. The Venetian
parking garage is located behind the hotel and can be accessed from the Las
Vegas Boulevard and Koval Lane entrances. The Palazzo parking garage is
located on Las Vegas Boulevard and Sands Avenue. Valet is complimentary
and located in the main entrance of both The Venetian and The Palazzo, as
well as at the Grand Canal Shoppes® through The Venetian parking garage.

Smoking

The Venetian Resort provides a smoke-free environment. Smoking
is permitted in designated areas only.
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The Give Hope
Foundation
Assisting Reno-area families with
children carrying chronic
illnesses and diseases since 2001.
givehopenv.org

All funds raised will benefit The Give Hope Foundation.
Make a donation at the BICSI Cares booth or online at bicsicares.bicsi.org
to be entered into the BICSI Cares door prize drawing.
BICSI Cares®, Inc. is the charity arm of BICSI, which collects donations at each
BICSI Conference and gives 100 percent of the contributions to a local children’s charity.
BICSI Cares, Inc. is registered as a 501(c)(3) corporation in the United States
and all donations are tax deductible in the United States.
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Take Home Kona,
the 2021 BICSI
Cares Bear!
Thank You to Our BICSI Cares Sponsors
Annual Platinum Sponsor

Annual Gold Sponsor

Support
BICSI Cares
When you shop
online with
AmazonSmile.
smile.amazon.com

Annual Silver Sponsors

CONCERT

technologies

Orchestrated Technology Rollouts

Bear Sponsors

Door Prize Sponsors
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Opening Keynote

“FUTURE WORLD VISION:
Infrastructure Reimagined”
Tuesday • 8:45-9:45 a.m.

Never before has the future looked so exciting. From autonomous vehicles
to intelligent buildings, the built environment is reshaping before our eyes.
Exciting as it is, these changes breed challenges, and we cannot address
tomorrow’s challenges with yesterday’s infrastructure. The future requires
a new way of doing things. A new approach. A new vision. The American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) has launched a bold, comprehensive
project to anticipate, reimagine, and prepare for future changes – FUTURE
WORLD VISION. In this keynote, Tom Smith, Executive Director for ASCE,
will sit down with BICSI’s President, Todd Taylor to:
1. Identify the obstacles ahead, including global challenges like climate
change and other hurdles identified in the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals, as well as U.S. infrastructure limitations highlighted
in ASCE’s report card and failure to act studies,
2. Give a related update on the current state of affairs on Capitol Hill, and
3. Explore solutions, with a focus on ICT’s role in ASCE’s Future World
Vision initiative.
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Opening Keynote
Tom Smith

ENV SP, CAE, F.ASCE
ASCE - Reston, Virginia, USA
A dedicated member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers for more than 25 years and a civil engineer
by training, Tom Smith served as the association’s
deputy executive director and general counsel before
becoming the executive director in January 2015.
Established in 1852, ASCE is the oldest national
professional engineering society. With a membership
of more than 150,000 and an annual operating budget of over $65 million,
the Society is dedicated to advancing the art, science, and profession of
engineering for the betterment of humanity.
Tom is responsible for the day-to-day management of the Society. He
provides executive leadership to a staff of nearly 250 and an active volunteer
workforce of over 7,500, facilitating ASCE’s tradition of supplying high-quality
and high-value products and services to its members and other customers
worldwide.

Todd W. Taylor

RCDD, NTS, OSP
BICSI President
Enfinity Engineering, LLC Nashville, Tennessee, USA
Todd W. Taylor currently serves as BICSI President,
overseeing the organization’s volunteer leadership
and overall strategic plan, working with staff to
ensure BICSI remains the preeminent resource for
the Connected World. Todd has over 30 years of ICT
experience across various industries including the
design and installation of structured cabling systems to support low-voltage systems. This ICT experience resulted in ownership of a low-voltage
system design-build company specializing in providing integration solutions.
Todd’s active participation and leadership in industry professional
organizations such as BICSI and TIA has created the opportunity for him
to positively influence IT standards and the directions within the Medical
Communications Industry.
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Closing Keynote
Closing Keynote

“What is Your Leadership Blueprint?”
Thursday • 10:30-11:30 a.m.
Lieutenant General Ronald L. Bailey

USMC (Ret.) - NECA - Washington, D.C., USA

In this dynamic keynote, LtGen Bailey will provide you with valuable leadership
insights that will benefit any organization or individual in the ever-changing
business environment. He will help you understand your situation, identify your
opportunities, and jumpstart you into action. This presentation will transcend
theory and philosophy to get right down to where the rubber meets the road.
About Lieutenant General Ronald L. Bailey, USMC (Ret.)
LtGen Bailey is NECA’s Vice President of Industry Development. He has had
a long and distinguished military career, beginning as a Second Lieutenant,
USMC, in 1977. During his impressive career, Bailey oversaw the Marine
Corps Recruiting Command and he served as commanding general of the
First Marine Division and as commanding general of the Third Marine
Expeditionary Brigade. He was also a Military National Fellow at the
Council on Foreign Relations. After many decades of military service,
in June 2013, Bailey was promoted to Lieutenant General and was
assigned to Headquarters Marine Corps as Deputy Commandant for
Plans, Policies, and Operations, a role he held until his retirement from
the United States Marine Corps after 41 years of service in 2017. In 2018,
Bailey became Vice President for External Affairs at Austin Peay State
University, his alma mater. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the
Travis Manion Foundation, which develops programs and training opportunities
for veterans and their families. He also serves as Chair-Elect/1st Vice Chair
of the Clarksville Chamber of Commerce.
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Schedule

Sunday

Times are listed in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT). All events take place both on site and virtually,
unless otherwise noted. All on-site conference events take place at The Venetian Resort/
Sands Expo Convention Center – Level Two and all virtual events take place on the vFairs
platform, unless otherwise noted.

Sunday, 22 August
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Attendee & Exhibitor Registration
& Information
Venetian Ballroom F-K
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Exhibitor Move-in
Hall D
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
BICSI Community (BICSI Cares only)
Venetian Ballroom F-K

Pre-Conference Masterclasses
(choose one) – In-person only
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
q“Fundamentals of Passive Optical
LAN” – Day 1 of 2
Titian 2201-2203 & 2301-2303
• Matt Miller – AECOM –
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
• Chad Hines – ITConnect Inc. –
Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA
• Thomas Ruvarac – Association for
Passive Optical LAN –
New York, New York, USA
NOTE: You must attend both days of
the seminar in order to receive CECs
for this seminar.
12 CECs: This two-day seminar will
provide an overview of the value,
architecture, design, and powering
considerations for passive optical LAN
technology. Specific focus will be given
to system components, benefits, design
methodologies, power survivability using
AC and DC methods, planning
and commissioning of electronics,

infrastructure testing, and closeout
package deliverables.
Topic: Optical Fiber & Passive Optical
Networks (PON)
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
q“Designing for PoE Lighting
and Automation”
Titian 2204-2206 & 2304-2306
• Tyler Andrews – PoE Texas –
Austin, Texas, USA
• Luis Suau – Luis Suau Consulting –
Plantation, Florida, USA
• Hannah Walker, RCDD – Sinclair 		
Digital LLC – Fort Worth, Texas
• Donald Walker – Newcomb & Boyd –
Atlanta, Georgia, USA
• Andy Rittenhouse – Somfy Systems –
Dayton, New Jersey, USA
• Joseph Herbst – PoE Texas –
Austin, Texas, USA
6 CECs: Top design professionals and
subject matter experts with experience in
designing and constructing Power over
Ethernet intelligent buildings share their
best practices and lessons learned. This
masterclass covers quantifying the value
proposition; defining scope, roles, and
responsibilities through design, construction, and operations; presenting system
architecture; and strategizing how to take
advantage of PoE automation for LEED
and Wellness standards. Attendees gain
crucial skills and knowledge essential to
delivering better intelligent buildings for
developers and owners.
Topic: Power over Ethernet
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Schedule
Pre-Conference Masterclasses
(choose one) – In-person only
1-4:30 p.m.
q“Designing Today’s Data Center –
From Hyperscale to Edge”
Veronese 2401-2403 & 2501-2503
• Sean Adam – AFL –
Westford, Massachusetts, USA
• Manja Thessin, RCDD, RTPM – AFL
Enterprise Services, Inc. –
Monroe, North Carolina, USA
• Lucas Mays – AFL –
Duncan, South Carolina, USA
3 CECs: This masterclass will take an
in-depth look at the key challenges to
designing and deploying the optical
infrastructure within today’s evolving
Data Center space. From Hyperscale
to Edge Data Centers, speed-to-service
and ease-of-support are as critical
as bandwidth and data rate. This
masterclass will also focus not only
on the optical infrastructure needed
in today’s modern data center (cable,
fiber management, connectivity), but
also the challenges and opportunities
in deployment (rack & roll strategies,
network build, splicing and testing).
A specific look will be given on the
“Edge” and how data centers address
the edge in a continuum from the
Cloud to the Street Corner Cabinet.

Sunday-Monday
survive and prosper. This masterclass
is designed to give business owners
and managers more insight into the
operations of their firms so they can
better understand and analyze their
operations and, as a result, make
more informed decisions.
Topic: ICT Professional Development

Monday, 23 August
7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Attendee & Exhibitor Registration
& Information
Venetian Ballroom F-K
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Exhibitor Move-in
Hall D
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
BICSI Community
Venetian Ballroom F-K
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Credential Holders Lounge
Bellini 2001-2003 & 2102-2103

Topic: Data Center
q“The 3-Hour MBA: Optimizing Your
Business for Growth and Success”
Veronese 2404-2406 & 2504-2506
• Ernest Schirmer, RCDD, NTS –
WSP USA –
Lawrenceville, New Jersey, USA
3 CECs: Starting a business is one thing.
Finding the time to learn about all the
aspects of running or managing
a business is not easy. Yet, the constantly
changing business environment requires
that businesses adapt and change to
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Pre-Conference Masterclass

In-person only
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
q“Fundamentals of Passive Optical
LAN” – Day 2 of 2
Titian 2201-2203 & 2301-2303
• Matt Miller – AECOM –
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
• Chad Hines – ITConnect Inc. –
Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA
• Thomas Ruvarac – Association for
Passive Optical LAN –
New York, New York, USA
12 CECs: This two-day seminar will
provide an overview of the value, architecture, design, and powering considerations for passive optical LAN technology.
Specific focus will be given to system
components, benefits, design methodologies, power survivability using AC and DC
methods, planning and commissioning
of electronics, infrastructure testing, and
closeout package deliverables.
Topic: Optical Fiber/PON

Pre-Conference Masterclasses
(choose one) – In-person only
8:30 a.m.-noon
q“Installing AV Learning Spaces for
Streaming and UC Platforms in the
New Normal”
Titian 2204-2206 & 2304-2306
• Karl Rosenberg – Extron –
Anaheim, California, USA

3 CECs: AV technologies in learning
spaces has been evolving, but the “NEW
NORMAL” has accelerated its evolution.
Phrases such as Hybrid Classroom and
Distance Learning have taken over the
roadmap for audiovisual environments.
This interactive workshop provides the
foundation for installing and designing
AV into the Next Generation Classroom.
This masterclass will identify NEW
NORMAL classroom-conference room

requirements, including simple methods
to record and publish to UC platforms
such as Microsoft Teams, ZOOM, or
Cisco WebEx.
Topic: Audiovisual
q“PoE Lighting and Automation
Boot Camp”
Veronese 2401-2403 & 2501-2503
• Tyler Andrews – PoE Texas –
Austin, Texas, USA
• Joseph Herbst – PoE Texas –
Austin, Texas, USA
3 CECs: Top subject matter experts in
designing, project managing, deploying,
and commissioning PoE Lighting and
Automation perform hands on demonstrations on how to plan and deploy
a PoE lighting and automation system
from drawing markups to turn over
documentation. This masterclass will
cover practical skills, lessons learned,
and best practices for deploying a PoE
lighting system from sizing the network
gear to installing light fixtures to ensuring
a successful hand over to building owners
and developers.
Topic: Power over Ethernet

Pre-Conference Masterclasses
(choose one) – In-person only
1-4:30 p.m.
q“AV System and Signal Transport
Design”
Titian 2204-2206 & 2304-2306
• Joseph Cornwall – Legrand –
New Port Richey, Florida, USA

3 CECs: AV and IT are in a headlong
rush of convergence and they are
bringing an evolution of new structured
solutions along in their momentum. In
this fast-paced, exciting, and expertly
delivered masterclass, attendees will
explore some of the most challenging
concepts in AV system design. This
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masterclass will deliver state-of-the-art
thinking about contemporary AV systems
and how they will interface with building
infrastructure, the LAN, and the users
who are tasked with getting the most
value and performance from stretched
system budgets.
Learn the latest details about 4K, 8K,
HDMI 2.1, USB Type-C, and more!
Created with the system design
consultant and IT professional in mind.
If AV is your responsibility – and it will be
in the not-so-distant future – you cannot
afford to miss this important and exciting
pre-conference masterclass!
Topic: Audiovisual
q“Reuse or Replace? Will the Fiber
I Have Installed Today Support My
Applications Tomorrow?”
Veronese 2401-2403 & 2501-2503
• Jim Davis – Fluke Networks –
Everett, Washington, USA
• Guillaume Lavallee – EXFO –
Quebec, Quebec, Canada
• Tiger Ninomiya – Senko –
Marlboro, Massachusetts, USA
• Steve Cowles, RCDD, NTS – AEM –
Chandler, Arizona, USA
• Derek Whitehurst – Corning Optical
Communications –
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
3 CECs: This extremely practical masterclass from five of the leading companies in the Fiber Optics market, and all
members of TIA’s Fiber Optic Technology
Consortium (FOTC), will answer the
question of what performance you can
expect from your currently installed
Fiber Optic cable and connectors, and
when — or if — you need to upgrade
your infrastructure to support emerging
bandwidth and connectivity
requirements.

Monday-Tuesday
Looking to the future, we will also examine the latest trends in fiber, components,
and testing with both presentations and
live demonstrations of the latest in fiber,
connectors, and test equipment. If you
need to replace components, or expand
your fiber infrastructure, here is the
opportunity to see what is happening
in the industry.
Topic: Optical Fiber & PON
2-7:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration
Venetian Ballroom F-K
4-7:30 p.m. – In-person only
Exhibition & Reception
Hall D
5:30-6 p.m. – In-person only
What’s New, What’s It Do?
BICSI Theater – Hall D

Tuesday, 24 August
7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Attendee & Exhibitor Registration
& Information
Venetian Ballroom F-K
7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
BICSI Community
Venetian Ballroom F-K
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Credential Holders Lounge
Bellini 2001-2003 & 2102-2103

Opening General Session
8:30-10:45 a.m.
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
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8:30-8:45 a.m.
Conference Call to Order and Opening
Remarks
8:45-9:45 a.m.
Opening Keynote – “FUTURE
WORLD VISION: Infrastructure
Reimagined” (see pages 22-23)
• Tom Smith, ENV SP, CAE, F.ASCE –
ASCE – Reston, Virginia, USA
• Todd W. Taylor, RCDD, NTS, OSP –
BICSI President – Enfinity
Engineering, LLC –
Nashville, Tennessee, USA
9:45-10:45 a.m.
ICT Field of Vision Presentation

“Exploring Connectivity Requirements
Supporting Financial and Trading
Markets”
• Joshua Seawell – Sumitomo
Electric Lightwave –
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA
Not all cable assemblies and connectivity solutions are the same or will work
for every application. The financial and
trading markets have their own needs
and special requirements, and if not met,
would mean significant-to-catastrophic
issues. These set needs and requirements translate into very specific
connectivity criteria. This presentation
will explore the drivers behind these
special requirements. Additionally, we
will review what and how suppliers are
answering these requirements.
10:45-11 a.m.
Break
11 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration
& Information
Venetian Ballroom F-K

Tuesday
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

(choose one)
11 a.m.-noon
q“Shielded, Unshielded, Category 6A,
Oh My! Audiovisual System Wiring
Requirements”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Roger Takacs – Atlona,
a Panduit Company –
San Jose, California, USA
• Frank Straka – PANDUIT Corp. –
Tinley Park, Illinois, USA
Do you need Cat5e, 6A, 7A? Do your
cables need to be shielded or can they
be unshielded? What is the proper wiring
structure for audiovisual solutions? There
are more types of solutions in the audiovisual world today than five years ago.
HDBaseT and AV over IP are very similar,
but very different. HDMI, DisplayPort, and
USB-C all have special requirements for
installation. This presentation will provide
real examples of when each technology
type is best used. It will also discuss the
differing cabling requirements for each
technology type and provide cabling
recommendations for them. You may be
surprised at the solution for an apparently
simple problem.
Topic: Audiovisual
q“Ahead of the Curve: New
High-Density and Dust Insensitive
Fiber Optic Connector Technology
Innovations”
Titian Ballroom
• Sean Kelly, RCDD – Light Brigade –
York, Pennsylvania, USA
• Brian Teague – Senko Advanced 		
Components –
Columbia, South Carolina, USA
This presentation will address the recent
advancements in fiber connectivity as
it pertains to higher density and dust
insensitivity. Our industry really has not
seen an entirely new connector footprint
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in the past 20 years. This year is
providing us with multiple new and
emerging connector footprints that
increase density, streamline topologies,
and simplify installation and maintenance. We will also look at new and
innovative approaches to dust insensitive
multi-fiber connectivity and cleaning and
inspection of non-dust insensitive single
and multifiber connectivity.
Topic: Optical Fiber & PON
q“Closing the Homework Gap is Now
Within Reach”
Veronese Ballroom
• Christy Miller, RCDD, DCDC, RTPM,
CT – BCL IT Consulting –
West Chester, Ohio, USA
• Michael Sexton, RCDD, ESS –
BCL IT Consulting –
West Chester, Ohio, USA
An uncomfortable truth was brought
into focus last year when the COVID-19
pandemic forced schools to close and
transition to online learning: millions of
students do not have access to broadband. Even before then, educators and
municipalities struggled with diametrically
opposed trends – learning increasingly
requires internet connectivity while broadband availability and adoption rates are
significantly lacking among rural, ethnic,
and higher-poverty demographics. This
presentation introduces time-sensitive
funding and technology opportunities for
schools, libraries, and municipalities to
bridge the digital divide and provide all
our children with the technology and tools
they need to succeed. It will also focus
on groundbreaking wireless broadband
solutions that offer performance, security,
and cost advantages that can further be
leveraged to support high-bandwidth or
data-sensitive applications inside schools
and campuses.
Topic: Wireless & Distributed
Antenna Systems

Noon-12:30 p.m.
Women in BICSI Presentation –
Virtual only (see page 18)
“Born to be Fabulous”
• Denise Pappas – Valcom –
Roanoke, Virginia, USA
Self-talk and self-doubt can really
sabotage a woman’s personal and
professional career. This session/presentation will focus on how to give grace to
the person who needs it the most – YOU!
Gain insight on how women working
in a male-dominated world need to
understand the rules to succeed! Unlock
your potential to navigate the world with
newfound insights and walk away armed
with the knowledge you need to succeed
in life. Why? Because you were BORN
TO BE FABULOUS!
Noon-6:30 p.m.
In-person and Virtual
Exhibit Hall Open
Hall D
Noon-1:30 p.m.
In-person only
Lunch in the Exhibit Hall
Hall D
CONCURRENT SESSIONS
(choose one)
1-2 p.m.
q“To Air-Gap or Not to Air-Gap:
The Audiovisual Network”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Michael Stewart – CMTA, Inc. –
Lexington, Kentucky, USA
As audiovisual systems continue to
leverage the data network, there are
ongoing challenges and decisions IT
personnel are not accustomed to making.
This presentation will go over the basics
to arm you with what to discuss with the
Owners and End Users before an AV
over IP deployment or design. IT
administrators and engineers get out
of their comfort zone when you mention
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Multicast, IGMP, SMPTE, JPEG-2000,
H.264/H.265, etc. As an industry, we
need more alignment with the AV
professionals and the IT professionals to
maximize AV over IP systems’ efficiency,
management, and performance.
Topic: Audiovisual
q“If You Thought Ribbon Was for Data
Centers Only – Think Again!”
Titian Ballroom
• Lucas Mays – AFL –
Duncan, South Carolina, USA
In today’s world of technology, we do not
have to elaborate on the need for more
data. A simple Google search and every
source out there confirms this fact. With
this trend, the need for quick, easy, and
scalable network installations is obvious.
This begs the question, “Why are we still
using single fiber solutions?” With the
rise in popularity of collapsible ribbon
cables; higher density, lighter weight, and
more fibers per sq. inch are all possible
with ribbon technology. This ribbon
technology, combined with today’s cable
management, patch panel solutions, and
fiber equipment developments, make
mass fusion the most efficient splicing
method required in this era of networks.
When you can design around a ribbon
architecture, installations and repairs are
finished much more quickly and therefore
far less costly.
Topic: Optical Fiber & PON
q“What’s Best for The Enterprise:
Wi-Fi 6 or 5G?”
Veronese Ballroom
• Dr. Rajesh Pazhyannur –
CommScope –
Sunnyvale, California, USA
Enterprise IT leaders and commercial
property owners must deploy reliable
wireless connectivity solutions that meet
the evolving needs of all their

Tuesday
stakeholders. As wireless usage and
applications soar, users are demanding
faster and more ubiquitous access to
wireless networks. Although Wi-Fi 6
and 5G both promise faster speeds,
the concurrent emergence of the two
wireless standards has business
enterprises and building owners asking
whether to prioritize Wi-Fi 6 or 5G – or
both? In this presentation, the speaker
will discuss the differences between
5G and Wi-Fi 6, their advantages and
disadvantages, and likely use cases for
each technology. The presentation covers
the following topics: technology overview:
Wi-Fi 6 vs. 5G; Wi-Fi 6 pros and cons;
5G pros and cons; and use cases for
each technology.
Topic: Wireless & Distributed
Antenna Systems
2-2:30 p.m.
Break

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

(choose one)
2:30-3:30 p.m.
q“Post-COVID Office Acoustics and
the Importance of Sound Masking”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Shannon Geronimo – Biamp Systems –
Beaverton, Oregon, USA
Sound masking has never been more
important in the office.
Office workers over the past year have
nicely adapted to (maybe even created
a comfortable nest) their home-office
where they can comfortably work without
the distractions and privacy concerns of
their office. As these workers are being
pulled back into the office, employers
need to be mindful of this new level of
expected privacy and freedom from
distractions that has been established.
If they do not address these employee
concerns, some workers will resist
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coming back to the office … or maybe
even leave for another company who
understands this.
Employers need to understand how
sound masking can mitigate the staff
comfort issues that are likely to arise
in our “new normal” office acoustics.
Topic: Audiovisual
q“Choosing the Right Fiber for Your
Enterprise and Data Center Network”
Titian Ballroom
• John Kamino, RCDD – OFS –
Norcross, Georgia, USA
Fiber optic backbones are the foundation
of today’s enterprise networks. Singlemode has long been the fiber of choice
in telecom networks, but multimode fiber
still maintains an important presence in
the enterprise. What fiber should today’s
network designer use, and in what
applications? Is there still a place for
multimode fiber?
A variety of factors need to be considered
when choosing the appropriate fiber type.
New Ethernet standards continue to be
developed. 400G systems are now being
deployed in hyperscale networks, and
800G is being discussed. However,
1G and 10G modules both shipped in
larger volumes than higher speeds in
2020. Link distance, transceiver costs,
legacy application support, and installed
cable plant are also considerations.
This presentation will discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of both
fiber types and provide guidance for fiber
network designers on when and where to
use each.

q“Raising the Bar on Public Safety
Deployments”
Veronese Ballroom
• Dennis Burns – Advanced RF
Technologies, Inc. –
Burbank, California, USA
• Jim Bowen – Windy City Wire – 		
Bolingbrook, Illinois, USA
• Gabe Adams – Radio Frequency
Systems – Meriden, Connecticut, USA
Public safety communications systems
are required in multi-dwelling apartments,
stadiums, hospitals, schools, enterprises,
and other occupied buildings to ensure
first responder communication in every
area, but there are multiple important
considerations to take into account
when implementing an emergency radio
communication enhancement system
(ERCES). System integrators and
building owners must consider construction materials, building size, and local
mandates interpreted by authority having
jurisdictions (AHJs) in their region. They
must also keep up with changing codes
and standards, such as IFC 510 and
NFPA 1221 codes, and the new UL-2524,
second edition mandate.
The presentation will educate audience
members on the latest code changes and
new standards in public safety, while addressing how system integrators, OEMs,
and building owners can work in concert
with authority having jurisdictions (AHJs)
for seamless public safety wireless
communication deployments.
Topic: Wireless & Distributed
Antenna Systems
3:30-4 p.m.
Break

Topic: Optical Fiber & PON
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS

(choose one)
4-5 p.m.
q“Installing AV Learning Spaces for
Streaming and UC Platforms in the
New Normal”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Karl Rosenberg – Extron –
Anaheim, California, USA
AV technologies in learning spaces has
been evolving but the “NEW NORMAL”
has accelerated its evolution. Phrases
such as Hybrid Classroom and
Distance Learning have taken over the
roadmap for audiovisual environments.
This interactive workshop provides the
foundation for installing and designing
AV into the Next Generation Classroom.
This session will identify NEW NORMAL
classroom-conference room requirements
including simple methods to record and
publish to UC platforms such as Microsoft
Teams, ZOOM, or Cisco WebEx.
Topic: Audiovisual
q“PON LAN Testing – Best Practices
and Lessons Learned from Mature
FTTH Deployments”
Titian Ballroom
• Romain Tursi – EXFO –
Quebec, Quebec, Canada
Passive Optical Network (PON) is a
trending alternative architecture for LANs
to support growing bandwidth demand.
In this session you will learn how PON
architecture compares to traditional LAN,
and how to adapt testing techniques
accordingly. We will review the testing
best practices and lessons learned from
the FTTH world, where PON has been
deployed for decades. Testing will be
illustrated with a real demo.
Topic: Optical Fiber & PON

Tuesday-Wednesday
q“Remote Powering 5G Small Cells
Over Hybrid Powered Fiber and PoE”
Veronese Ballroom
• Joe Cook – Optical Cable
Corporation – Roanoke, Virginia, USA
5G high band technology promises
download speeds up to 20 Gbps. Dense
deployment of small cells is essential for
millimeter wave 5G due to the limited
range of these high frequency signals.
An estimated 80 percent of all new
5G deployments will be small cell.
This presentation will discuss how
optical fibers provide critical pathways
for small cells and how hybrid powered
fiber and PoE can be used to provide
remote power to these devices.
Topic: Wireless & Distributed
Antenna Systems
4:30-6:30 p.m. – In-person only
Exhibition & Reception
Hall D
5-5:30 p.m. – In-person only
What’s New, What’s It Do?
BICSI Theater – Hall D

Wednesday, 25 August
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Attendee & Exhibitor Registration
& Information
Venetian Ballroom F-K
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
BICSI Community
Venetian Ballroom F-K
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Credential Holders Lounge
Bellini 2001-2003 & 2102-2103
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8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration
Venetian Ballroom F-K

Concurrent Sessions

(choose one)
9-10 a.m.
q“Twisted AV”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Eric Marshall – E.R.I.C. Low Voltage
Services –Modesto, California, USA
Since you do category cabling, you can
do AV! We will look at how twisted pair
cabling is used to do hybrid, digital, and
IP AV systems. Guidelines will be given
for designers and installers for using
twisted pair cable for AV. We will look
at AV designs that use only twisted pair
cabling between devices. These designs
will use generic blocks to represent
devices so any manufacturer equipment
can be swapped in.
Topic: Audiovisual
q“Driving the Customer
Conversation – How to Talk Wireless
with Your Client”
Titian Ballroom
• Mark Niehus, RCDD – Connectivity
Wireless Solutions –
Duluth, Georgia, USA
• Scott Rahim – Connectivity Wireless
Solutions – Duluth, Georgia, USA
This session will focus on the ICT professional’s approach to their customer, and
how to communicate effectively with them
to help them meet their goals as it relates
to wireless deployment and integration.
Today’s customers are challenged with
a variety of new and emerging wireless
technologies, an alphabet soup of
acronyms that many do not fully
understand, and many misconceptions
and general confusion.

Wednesday
We will discuss and build a framework,
in easy-to-understand layperson’s
language, for ICT professionals to share
and educate their customers about
in-building wireless needs. The outcome
for the audience will be greater
understanding of wireless technologies,
stronger rapport and dialogue with
customers, and greater project success.
Topic: ICT Professional Development
q“From 100G to 800G”
Veronese Ballroom
• James Young – CommScope – 		
Sunnyvale, California, USA
This presentation lays out the roadmap
from 100G to 800G in the data center,
covering SerDes and switch topology
changes and the role of structured
cabling.
Topic: Data Center
9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
In-person and Virtual
Exhibit Hall Open
Hall D
10-10:30 a.m.
Break

Concurrent Sessions

(choose one)
10:30-11:30 a.m.
q“Network-Based Power Delivery
to Connected Devices – Options,
Options, Options”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Arvind Patel – AEM –
Singapore
In this session, we will discuss the variety
of power options available to support
network connected devices, the different
types of applications, and deployment
models. We will cover the standards
behind each, as well as references you
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can go to if you need more details. The
power delivery methods we will cover
include Power over Ethernet (PoE),
Single Pair PoE (SPoE), Power over Data
Line (PoDL), and Hybrid Powered Fiber.
Topic: Power over Ethernet
q“Getting Unstuck – Why and How It’s
Time to Transform Your On-Prem Data
Center”
Titian Ballroom
• Gary Bernstein, RCDD –
The Siemon Company – 		
Watertown, Connecticut, USA
• McKenzie Hughes, RCDD –
The Siemon Company –
Watertown, Connecticut, USA
• Darryl Cox – QTS Data Centers –
Suwanee, Georgia, USA
• Steve Gunderson – TDS –
Westborough, Massachusetts, USA
Fueled by the pandemic accelerating the
rise of the digital economy and emerging
5G and IoT/IoT technologies, enterprise
data center owners and operators today
are being charged with the task of creating a truly connected, highly profitable
enterprise and achieving business
longevity via digital transformation. At
the same time, they are challenged with
ensuring sustainability, disaster recovery,
reduced risk, control and visibility, and
meeting Capex and Opex goals. But
with limited on-prem compute resources,
inflexible infrastructure, and a lack of
understanding about how to best
leverage the myriad of available and
evolving solutions and services, many
are struggling with determining the most
effective business strategy and model.
In other words, they are stuck. From
infrastructure and solutions, to services,
business strategies, and partner ecosystems, this panel of data center experts
will provide insight into how enterprise
data center owners and operators can
effectively get unstuck and truly achieve
digital transformation.

Wednesday
Topic: Data Center
q“Are You Getting What You Paid
For? How to Read Cable Certification
Test Results”
Veronese Ballroom
• Jim Davis – Fluke Networks –
Everett, Washington, USA
Were you there when your installed
cabling was tested? How can you tell if
it was done properly? This presentation
will show you the ins and outs of field test
results. We will look at common mistakes,
both unintentional and otherwise. Learn
tips to spot the ‘otherwise.’
Topic: ICT Professional Development
q“Increasing Cabinet Quantity in the
Data Center by Means of Improving
Wire and Air Distribution”
Virtual only
• William Collier – Interstitial Systems,
Inc. – Esterel, Quebec, Canada
Recently, some data centers have been
moving to on-slab designs using overhead wire distribution and rooms flooded
with cold air, applying containment
methods to isolate hot and cold aisles.
This approach is taken primarily because
of the numerous practical problems
created when air and cables are
combined under conventional raised
floors. Overhead wiring and cabling
are fraught with its own issues.
A comprehensive understanding of
the comparative advantages and
disadvantages of rooms using such
designs will be explored along with
a detailed explanation of how improving
air and wire distribution will increase
cabinet counts when plans are compared
to one another.
Topic: Data Center
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11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
In-person only
Lunch in the Exhibit Hall
Hall D
Noon-1 p.m. – In-person only
Women in BICSI Meet and Greet
BICSI Theater – Hall D
1:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Closes
Hall D
1:30-9 p.m.
Exhibitor Move-out
Hall D

Concurrent Sessions

(choose one)
1-2 p.m.
q“Mastering the Art of Smart Building
Systems Integration”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Todd Boucher – Leading Edge
Design Group – Enfield,
New Hampshire, USA
• Bill Moten – Leading Edge
Design Group –
Enfield, New Hampshire, USA
This presentation will provide an
overview and step-by-step guidelines
for master systems integration in the
built environment. The installation of
disparate, sub-par isolated building
systems is no longer an option for facility
owners and operators. The presenters
will lead the audience infallibly from
strategy and technology selection to
mastering the art of meticulous system
integration planning and deployment.
When building systems integrate
correctly and the available data is
used effectively, the building will
increase in value, efficiency, and
desirability.
Topic: Intelligent Buildings /
Smart Cities / IoT

q“Data Center Debut: 400G Takes
Center Stage”
Titian Ballroom
• Mike Connaughton, RCDD –
Leviton Network Solutions –
Bothell, Washington, USA
400 Gb/s switch options entered the
market only recently – appearing in
mid-2019 – but its breakout role was
in 2020, seeing strong growth with
several hyperscale companies. The
400G refresh cycle is expected to
gain momentum in 2021 and will play
a leading role in the years to come. And
while you can’t talk about 400G without
cloud data center growth being in the
center of the discussion, it is becoming
a reality for enterprise data center
operators faster than many thought.
There are several trends – some
developing over the last few years
and others in just the last 12 months –
that explain the rise in 200 and 400G
deployments. What are these use cases,
what is involved in creating the right
ecosystem for 400G Ethernet, and what
options do data center designers have?
Topic: Data Center
q“Seismic Best Practices for the
ICT Industry”
Veronese Ballroom
• Matt Peterworth, RCDD –
Henderson Engineers –
Lenexa, Kansas, USA
Often overlooked, properly designing ICT
components and pathways to remain
functional after a seismic event may
prove critical on one of your projects –
YES, even outside California and the
West Coast. Every project location and
building type should be evaluated to
determine if seismic enhancements are
required by code. In this presentation,
we will review the relevant U.S. codes,
the standards that rack and cabinet
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manufacturers design and test against,
and share tools and best practices
that you can utilize on every project
moving forward to ensure that seismic
requirements are met.
Topic: ICT Professional Development
q“Applications on Fiber: How to
Guarantee New Architectures and
the Strict Loss Budgets” –
Virtual only – Presented in both
English and French
• Gautier Humbert, RCDD –
Legrand – St. Marcellin, France
Fiber applications budgets are decreasing
while the applications are getting more
complex, with breakout modes becoming
common. Yet standard limits for connectors have not evolved and testing limits
can be complicated to comprehend.
This presentation will cover applications
and their limits, as well as new types of
architectures, originally designed for
data centers, but appearing in LAN.
A discussion of budget calculation will
reveal the types of connectors needed.
Finally, we will review testing, featuring
expected and unexpected values, and
clarify why a “PASS” on the tester does
not always translate into a validation of
the correct performance of the product,
nor the guarantee of applications.
Topic: Optical Fiber & PON

2-2:30 p.m.
Break

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

(choose one)
2:30-3:30 p.m.
q“Enabling the Sustainable
Intelligent Building Through
90W PoE and Beyond!”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Brian Ensign, RCDD, NTS,
OSP, RTPM – Superior Essex –
York, Pennsylvania, USA
• Don Schriner – Cisco –
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA
• Bob Cicero – Cisco –
New York, New York, USA
• Luis Suau – Sinclair Digital –
Miami, Florida, USA
This session will focus on the future of
intelligent buildings’ enablement through
the deployment of 90W capable PoE to
support multiple applications that further
define the intelligent buildings. The
increase in the amount of PoE power
levels possible today leads to more
PoE applications that are realistic with
building designs and project budgets.
It is important that technology designers
understand what is possible today and
tomorrow in order to plan for intelligent
buildings. Hear from the experts of PoE
delivery components and structured
cabling design to provide their view of
intelligent building enablement, and the
road ahead. It is an exciting time in the
design and implementation of intelligent
technologies in the built environment –
make sure you are ready for it!
Topic: Intelligent Buildings /
Smart Cities / IoT
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q“Cloud Transformation of Enterprise
Networks”
Titian Ballroom
• G. Mabud Choudhury – OFS –
Sturbridge, Massachusetts, USA
• Guy Swindell, RCDD – OFS –
Norcross, Georgia, USA

q“How I Decided Which Technologies/
Solutions to Promote on Billion Dollar
Scale Health Care Projects”
Virtual only
• Kevin Cheong, RCDD –
MKC Engineering Corp. –
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

This presentation will provide BICSI
members with a high-level introduction
to hyperscale cloud data centers and
the physical layer networks being
constructed to connect them in both
campus and long-haul applications.
And it will show the causal relationship
between the escalating requirements
of these networks and the foreseeable
requirements and transformation of
enterprise data center deployments.
This presentation will also focus on
the continued relevance and growth of
cloud-enabled enterprise data centers.

This presentation will explain the factors
that went into the decision-making for
whether to, and where to incorporate
technologies like PON, POE, collapsed
core, POE lighting, FTTD, DAS,
consolidation points, etc., for what
we consider large and informationally
demanding projects (over C$300M).

Topic: Data Center
q“5G: What it Means from the Cellular
Networks to the Data Center”
Veronese Ballroom
• Art King – Corning Optical
Communications –
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
• Juan Penaranda – Corning Optical
Communications –
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
5G is one of those buzzwords that we
use all the time – but what exactly does
it mean? This presentation will outline
not just what it means for traditional
cellular networks, but also for modern-day
data centers.
Topic: New & Emerging Applications

Topic: Optical Fiber & PON
3:30-4 p.m.
Break

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

(choose one)
4-5 p.m.
q“Cyber Security Safeguards for
Integration in the Intelligent Building
Enterprise”
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
• Tom Bennett, RCDD, DCDC, ESS,
OSP, WD, TECH, CT – Mission
Critical Inc. –
Goodlettsville, Tennessee, USA
Intelligent Building technology platforms
are proliferating and provide a great
variety of integrations between
manufacturers, management platforms,
and applications. As a result, Intelligent
Building Networks are rife for Cyber
Intrusion. This presentation describes
the best practices for designing and
deploying Intelligent Building Networks
with emphasis on meeting data requirements for security. In this session we
will discuss the cyber design processes,
vulnerability, and risk assessment
methods necessary to avoid putting
critical infrastructure at risk. A discussion
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on available countermeasures and
toolsets will also be included.

will clarify how and where this technology
works – and where it does not.

Topic: Intelligent Buildings /
Smart Cities / IoT

Topic: New & Emerging Applications

q“Are You Ready for 5G Data
Centers?”
Titian Ballroom
• Jacques Fluet – Telecommunications
Industry Association –
Arlington, Virginia, USA
The new applications enabled by 5G
are putting new requirements on data
centers. Data centers will need to cope
with software-defined networking, new
performance requirements, new reliability
expectations, and will need to evolve to
take advantage of the new technologies
that will enable these new applications.
This presentation will cover how 5G
is changing how network services are
delivered and how data centers will need
to adapt to the changes.
Topic: Data Center
q“Qualification vs. Certification –
How to Ensure Network Performance
Without Busting Your Budget”
Veronese Ballroom
• James Kahkoska – NetAlly –
Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA
There is a new sheriff in town – and
taking aim at your cable certifier.
The idea of “qualifying” network cabling
as being capable of carrying data at
certain speeds (as opposed to
“certifying”) is not new in this industry,
but the transmission of Ethernet test
traffic for the purpose is relatively new.
With many vendors now offering new and
different testing solutions, there are many
misunderstandings about the application
of frame-based performance testing to
measure bandwidth. This presentation

q“Single-Pair Ethernet – Use Cases,
Applications and Field and Laboratory
Testing”– Virtual only
• Harshang Pandya – AEM –
Singapore
Learn about the latest Single Pair
Ethernet standards being developed
along with examples of how SPE
Technology is being used in industrial
and building automation applications. We
will also discuss both field and laboratory
testing methodologies.
Topic: New & Emerging Applications
Antitrust Statement

BICSI believes strongly in competition. U.S.
antitrust laws are the rules under which our
competitive system operates. It is BICSI’s policy
to comply in all respects with the antitrust laws.
Association meetings or workshops by their very
nature bring competitors together. Accordingly,
it is necessary to avoid discussions of sensitive
topics. Agreements to fix prices, allocate markets,
engage in product boycotts and to refuse to deal
with third parties are automatically illegal under
the antitrust laws. It does not matter what the
reason for the agreement might be.
Accordingly, at any association meeting
discussions of prices (including elements of
prices such as allowances and credit terms),
quality ratings of suppliers, and discussions that
may cause a competitor to cease purchasing
from a particular supplier, or selling to a particular
customer, should be avoided. Also, there should
be no discussion that might be interpreted as
a dividing up of territories.
An antitrust violation does not require proof of
a formal agreement. A discussion of a sensitive
topic, such as price, followed by action by those
involved or present at the discussion is enough to
show a price-fixing conspiracy. As a result, those
attending an association-sponsored meeting
should remember the importance of avoiding not
only unlawful activities, but even the appearance
of unlawful activity.
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8 a.m.-noon
Attendee Registration & Information
Venetian Ballroom F-K

the answer? What about power? What
will future Wi-Fi generations require?
5G? Let’s consider these questions,
the cabling implications and look at
three case studies that deployed fiber
to the edge.

8-10 a.m. – Virtual only
Exhibit Hall Open

9:30-10 a.m.
ICT Field of Vision Presentation

Thursday, 26 August

8-10 a.m.
Exhibitor Move-out
Hall D
8-10 a.m.
Credential Holders Lounge
Bellini 2001-2003 & 2102-2103
8 a.m.-noon
BICSI Community
(BICSI Cares will close at 10:30 a.m.)
Venetian Ballroom F-K

Closing General Session
9 a.m.-noon
Venetian Ballroom A-E & L

9-9:30 a.m.
ICT Field of Vision Presentation

“Change Creates Challenges –
Challenges Need Innovation”
• Brian Davis, RCDD – Corning
Optical Communications –
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
As in-building networks continue to
evolve, we must ask if our current
status quo architecture is sustainable.
Applying lessons learned from the past,
surveying current trends and anticipating future needs to form an innovative
approach is needed. Will 10 Gbps
always be enough? Is fiber to the edge

“Is It for Fiber? Horizontal Fiber
Architectures for Buildings and
Campuses”
• Ronna Davis – CommScope –
Hickory, North Carolina, USA
So much is happening in the network
space right now. Density, IoT, Cloud,
Edge Compute, Blockchain, AI,
Augmented Reality and Virtual
Reality. A diversity of devices is
coming on to the network, from
low-bandwidth, low-power devices
like sensors to high-power Wi-Fi
Aps, PoE powered digital displays,
high-bandwidth AR interfaces, and
enhanced multi-application video
cameras. A multitude of game-changing
technologies that will alter our network
landscape forever. Networks are no
longer just about bandwidth; the network
is responsible for powering many
devices, and as the network footprint
grows, we must keep sustainability
in our sights; what we install needs to
last and have a lower embodied and
operational carbon impact. With all this
exciting change happening, we must
ask, is it time for fiber?
Fiber in the horizontal space is not
new, in fact, fiber-to-the-desk standards
were released not long after our first
category cables standards. Fiber’s
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intrinsic value of nearly unlimited
bandwidth to the workstation has been
well documented for about 30 years
now, but market, ecosystem, and competing technologies stifled adoption of
fiber-to-the-desk and centralized fiber
optic networking. Recent advancements
in fiber installation technologies and
remote powering options are improving
the appeal of fiber in the horizontal. In
this session, we will weigh the benefits
and risks of fiber in the horizontal; we
will cover the most typical architectures
and applications for horizontal fiber; and
we will provide recommendations for the
design and implementation of horizontal
fiber architectures.

10-10:30 a.m.
Break
10:30-11:30 a.m.
Closing Keynote – “What is Your
Leadership Blueprint?”
(see page 24)
• Lieutenant General Ronald L. Bailey,
USMC (Ret.) – NECA –
Washington, D.C., USA
11:30-11:45 a.m.
BICSI Cares Presentation and Drawing
11:45 a.m.-noon
Conference Wrap-up, Closing Video,
and Door Prize Drawing

What’s New, What’s It Do?
What’s New, What’s It Do?

P A S S P O R T

Participating exhibitors will feature their newest products
and services during five-minute interactive sessions
at the in-person event. All What’s New, What’s It Do?
(WNWID) presentations will take place in the BICSI
Theater on Monday from 5:30-6 p.m. and Tuesday from
5-5:30 p.m. Be sure to pick up your WNWID passport
while you are there. Then collect passport stamps
at all participating exhibitors’ booths to be entered
in a special drawing.
For virtual attendees, please be sure to stop by the
BICSI Theater in the virtual Exhibit Hall and view the
participating exhibitor’s WNWID videos. All virtual
attendees who view all the virtual WNWID videos
will be included in the drawing.

Special What’s New, What’s It Do? Drawing
Enter to win a trip to the 2022 BICSI Winter (Orlando, FL) or Fall (Las Vegas, NV)
Conference & Exhibition by submitting your completed WNWID passport! Trip includes
a three-night hotel stay and conference registration.
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Exhibit Hall Information
Visit with exhibitors in person on Monday through Wednesday and virtually on Tuesday
through Thursday to discover the newest technologies to take your organization to the
next level. Evening receptions at the in-person Exhibit Hall will take place on Monday
and Tuesday and will include light hors d’oeuvres and beverages. Beer and wine will
also be available. In addition, in-person attendees are invited to lunch in the Exhibit
Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Note: Admission to exhibits is included in the Fall Conference & Exhibition registration fee for
attendees. A one-day in-person Exhibit Hall visitor pass is available for US$50. Exhibitor and Exhibit Hall
Visitor Registration and Information is located in the Venetian Ballroom F-K. Virtual Exhibit Hall-only
registrations are complimentary – register at bicsifall.vfairs.com.

Exhibitor Schedule

Exhibit Hall activities at the in-person event take place in Hall D at The Venetian
Resort/Sands Expo.

Sunday, 22 August

Exhibitor Registration & Information ..................................... 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Exhibitor Move-in .................................................................. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday, 23 August

Exhibitor Registration & Information ..................................... 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Exhibitor Move-in .................................................................. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration ............................................. 2-7:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open/ Exhibition and Reception
(In-person only)...................................................................... 4-7:30 p.m.
What’s New, What’s It Do? Sessions in the
BICSI Theater (In-person only) ............................................. 5:30-6 p.m.

Tuesday, 24 August

Exhibitor Registration & Information ..................................... 7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration.............................................. 11 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open (In-person & Virtual) ................................. Noon-6:30 p.m.
Lunch in the Exhibit Hall (In-person only) ............................. Noon-1:30 p.m.
Exhibition and Reception (In-person only) ............................ 4:30-6:30 p.m.
What’s New, What’s It Do? Sessions in the
BICSI Theater (In-person only) ............................................. 5-5:30 p.m.

Wednesday, 25 August

Exhibitor Registration & Information ..................................... 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Visitor Registration ............................................. 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open (In-person & Virtual) ................................. 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Lunch in the Exhibit Hall (In-person only) ............................. 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Exhibitor Move-out ................................................................ 1:30-9 p.m.

Thursday, 26 August

Exhibit Hall Open (Virtual only).............................................. 8-10 a.m.
Exhibitor Move-out ......................................................... 8-10 a.m.
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BICSI’s Corporate
Connection Program

Market your company to

BICSI MEMBERS.

Take advantage of exclusive

MARKETING AND TRAINING MODULES.
Train your staff at

LARGE DISCOUNTS.
Increase your company's

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT.
Ask how you can take part in our Corporate
Membership Exhibits Marketing Program
at the BICSI Community on site or at the virtual
BICSI booth. bicsi.org/connected

BICSI ELITE MARKETING CORPORATE MEMBERS
EXHIBITING AT THE 2021 BICSI FALL CONFERENCE
& EXHIBITION:
AFL • Corning Optical Communications, LLC • Extron •
Fluke Networks • Hubbel Premise Wiring • Maxcell • OFS •
Solara Technical Sales • Sumitomo Electric Lightwave Corp.
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Exhibitor Showcase
IP = In-person only
V = Virtual only

PV = In-person and Virtual
 = First-time Exhibitor

PV
IP
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
V
IP

IP
IP
PV
IP
V
IP
IP
IP
PV
PV
V
V
V
PV
IP
PV
IP

PV
IP
V
V
V
IP
PV
IP
PV
PV
IP
PV
 PV
IP
PV
IP
PV
IP
PV
PV
IP
PV
PV
PV

ABSS
6129
ADI
5528
Adrian Steel Company
6234
AEM
6428
AFL
6628
Axis Communications
6128
Biamp Systems
5928
BICSI
Bogen
Communications, Inc.
6232
Brother Mobile Solutions 6429
Cabling Installation
& Maintenance
6535
Chatsworth
Products, Inc.
CommScope
Communication Cable
& Connectivity Association
ConEst Software 		
Systems
5634
Corning Optical
Communications
6134
CP Technologies
6529
Direct Line
6730
Dura-Line Corporation
5732
DUZcart
6626
Eaton/Tripp Lite
5733
Edge Power Solutions
5828
Emcor Enclosures
5525
Extron
5628
Fiber Instrument
Sales, Inc.
6525
Fluke Networks
5726
FrontRow
6528
FSR
6028
Graphical Networks
6132
Harger Lightning
& Grounding
6625
Hilti, Inc.
6425
Hubbell Premise
Wiring/AccelTex Solutions 5832
Hyperline Cabling
Systems
5734

IP
PV
PV
V
IP
PV
PV
PV
IP
IP
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
V
PV
V

Intertek
Jonard Tools
Legrand
Lencore Acoustics LLC
Leviton Network Solutions
LockDown, Inc.
Lyncole XIT Grounding
Maxcell
McCormick Systems, Inc.
McGard LLC
NetAlly
Oberon, Inc.
OFS
Panduit Corp.
Platformatics
PoE Texas
Quabbin Wire & Cable
Co., Inc.
Rosendin
Senko Advanced
Components, Inc.
SIEMON
Softing, Inc.
Solara Technical Sales
Specified
Technologies, Inc.
Sumitomo Electric
Lightwave
Sunbird Software
Superior Essex
The Light Connection
Tii Technologies Inc.
TiniFiber
Transition Networks
TREND Networks
UCL Swift Americas
UL, LLC
Viking Electronics, Inc.
Z-band Technologies
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6035
5829
6228
5626
6026
6130
6728
6435
5826

6125
5929
6332
6726
6634
5825
5725
6133
6432
6225
6632
6228
6525
5925
6025
6032
6630
6033
6030

Exhibitor Showcase
IP = In-person only
V = Virtual only

ABSS (PV)
Booth 6129

Adrian Steel Company (PV)

Site Manager contains the innovative “Enhanced
Cable Management” system, fully integrated with
real-time switch scans, as well as modules for
managing rack elevations, equipment and assets,
power configurations and interactive floor plans.
Client Sites Data Center Whitespace, Office
Building Workspace, Campuses, and World-Wide
network installations can be managed from a single
central database, providing innovative design
and build capabilities along with powerful
management tools for both directors and
day-to-day trouble-shooters. Partnership Program:
Along with promoting Site Manager directly to IT
Directors, Data Center Managers, Consultants
and Designers, we have developed a Partnership
Program specifically for Cabling Installers designed
to help expand our partners’ market reach.

ADI (IP)
Booth 5528

PV = In-person and Virtual
 = First-time Exhibitor

ADI gives you MORE! As a leading distributor of
security and low voltage products, ADI offers the
solutions, support and services you need to grow
in today’s market. ADI represents more than 500
top industry manufacturers and offers thousands of
items in stock every day at its 103 locations across
North America. ADI is ready to support all your
presales efforts, and their knowledgeable sales
staff and systems support team can assist with
product selection and design to help you provide
complete, end-to-end solutions. ADI’s complete
line of solutions includes Intrusion, Fire, Video
Surveillance, IP Solutions, Access, Power, Audio/
Video, Network Systems, Telephony, Central
Vacuum, Tools & Hardware and Wire & Cable.

Booth 6234

Adrian Steel Our goal is to optimize the safety
and efficiency of the customer’s commercial
vehicle by understanding the role of the vehicle
in the customers’ business. Adrian Steel provides
solutions for a range of vehicles from cars to
cargo vans. Our customers include those with one
vehicle in their fleet to 50,000 vehicles in their fleet.
Adrian Steel has upfitted over 1 million vehicles
and has leveraged that expertise in engineering
our innovative product line. Adrian Steel’s strong
reputation in cargo management solutions is only
matched by our resolve to offer the industry’s best
lead times and highest quality. Providing our
customers an unrivaled experience, focused on
Safety, Quality, Efficiency, ROI and Delivery,
is at the heart of everything we do.
				

AEM (PV)
Booth 6428

TestPro Multifunction Cable Tester certifies copper
and fiber, validates PoE load to 90w, qualifies link
speed to 10GigE and provides port-ping to verify
network connectivity. Swing by and see for yourself
at our hands-on workstation and enter to win
a TestPro CV100 K60 Smart Building Test
Kit - Booth #6428.
		

AFL (PV)
Booth 6628

AFL delivers the right combination of fiber optic
cable, connectivity and equipment products for
today’s enterprise applications. Whether you are
designing, building or managing a Data Center,
Campus LAN or FTTx network, AFL has a solution.
Stop by the AFL booth to see our new ASCEND™
high-density platform designed for data center
applications. Highlights of our product offerings
include fiber management systems, fiber optic
cable, splice closures and connectors as well
as fusion splicers, test equipment, related
accessories and fiber optic training.
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BOOTH #6428
Testing
Innovation

AEM’s
Award Winning
test solutions are
purpose-built for
today’s Smart
Building network
environment.
Their multifunction design,
means you get a feature rich test
platform that allows you to
Test More. Test Faster. Test for Less.
Stop by for a live demo of our Cable
Certification and Qualification+ test
solutions, and see what’s new!
While you’re there, register for
the daily drawing, and pick up the
famous AEM green flashing ball, your
kids/pets will love you!

AEM SESSIONS
MON, 23 AUGUST – 1 – 4:30
“Reuse or Replace? Will the Fiber I Have
Installed Today Support My Applications
Tomorrow?”
Presented by AEM, Corning Optical Communications, EXFO,
Fluke Networks, Senko, [ 3 CECs ]

WED, 25 AUGUST 10:30 – 11:30
“Network-Based Power Delivery to
Connected Devices – Options, Options,
Options”

Axis Communications (PV)
Booth 6128

Axis enables a smarter and safer world by
creating network solutions that provide insights
for improving security and new ways of doing
business. As the industry leader in network
video, Axis offers products and services for
video surveillance and analytics, access
control, and audio systems. Axis has more
than 3,000 dedicated employees in over
50 countries and collaborates with partners
worldwide to deliver customer solutions. Axis
was founded in 1984 and has its headquarters
in Lund, Sweden.

Biamp Systems (PV)
Booth 5928

Biamp Systems, LLC is a leading provider of
innovative, networked media systems that
power the world’s most sophisticated audio/
video installations. The company is recognized
worldwide for delivering high-quality products
and backing each one with a commitment
to exceptional customer service. Biamp® is
dedicated to creating products that drive the
evolution of communication through sight and
sound. The award-winning Biamp product suite
includes Cambridge sound masking solutions
and Vocia® networked public address and
voice evacuation system. Each has its own
specific feature set that can be customized
and integrated in a wide range of applications,
including corporate boardrooms, conference
centers, open floor environments, courtrooms,
hospitals, transportation hubs, campuses,
retail, military and government, and multi-building
facilities. Founded in 1976, Biamp is headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon, USA, with
additional offices around the globe. Please
visit www.biamp.com.

Presented by Arvind Patel, AEM

WED, 25 AUGUST 4 – 5
“Single-Pair Ethernet – Use Cases,
Applications, Field and Laboratory Testing”
Presented by Harshang Pandya, AEM
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BICSI (V)

BICSI is a professional association supporting the advancement of the information and
communications technology (ICT) profession
and currently serves more than 26,000 members
and credential holders. We are the preeminent
resource for the Connected World. Let us help
you elevate your career through our many ICT
design, installation, and project management
learning opportunities. We offer courses for
beginners, to highly skilled ICT experts, as well
as professional certifications and specialized
technical manuals and standards. Headquartered
in Tampa, Florida, USA, BICSI membership spans
nearly 100 countries.

Bogen Communications, Inc. (IP)
Booth 6232

This year at BICSI, Bogen is excited to feature
NEW Nyquist IP-enabled SIP endpoint
capabilities in our C4000 IP Paging and
Emergency Notification System! This new

release introduces a variety of new functionality
into various NQ appliances, including allowing
them to operate as generic SIP endpoints for
telco/commercial paging applications or simply
as standalone appliances for other networked
audio (AoIP) applications.
Bogen is proud to be a leading manufacturer of
telecommunications peripheral equipment with
a focus on telephone paging systems, emergency
& mass notification, VoIP paging, commercial
& pro audio, intercom systems, background and
foreground music applications. Our customers
include: voice and data/com contractors, end users
including hospitals, manufacturing facilities, office
complexes, schools/campus, multiple building
locations, government and military facilities,
transportation centers, amusement parks, and
hotel/motel market.
#BogenatBICSI
www.bogen.com

RETHINK YOUR UPFIT.
RECHARGE YOUR BUSINESS.
TOUGH JOBS CALL FOR TRUSTED PARTNERS.

At Adrian Steel, we do more than just create high-quality products.
We look at the big picture, taking into account all of your business needs
and the way you work in and out of the van. Then, we provide you with
custom solutions that make your job easier and give you the biggest ROI
possible. To learn more and locate your nearest distributor, go to
adriansteel.com/distributors
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Brother Mobile Solutions (PV)
Booth 6429

Handheld and desktop labeling solutions for
datacom and electrical crews to machine print
durable, laminated labels on demand, with crisp
text, symbols and graphics-including company
logos- on labels available in a variety of colors,
sizes and adhesive types from easy-swap
interchangeable tape cassettes.
		

Cabling Installation & Maintenance (IP)
Booth 6535

Cabling Installation & Maintenance’s Magazine,
Website, Webcasts, and Newsletters deliver
practical information to professionals responsible
for the specification, design, installation, and
management of structured cabling systems in
enterprises, data centers, and campuses. Our
editors regularly cover these core topics: data
centers; design,installation, and testing; IP
convergence; physical security; standards;

technology; and wireless. Request a FREE subscription today at https://www.cablinginstall.com.

Chatsworth Products, Inc. (V)

Chatsworth Products (CPI) is a global manufacturer of products and solutions that protect
your ever-growing investment in information and
communications technology for IT and industrial
automation applications. We act as your business
partner and are uniquely prepared to respond to
your requirements with global availability and rapid
product customization, giving you a competitive
advantage. With decades of experience
engineering thermal, power and cable management solutions for the data center, enterprise
networking and industrial enclosure markets,
CPI is well positioned to provide you with
unequaled application expertise, customer
service and technical support, and a global
network of industry-leading distributors.

Design r
smarte s
system

with comprehensive
System design tools
Technical support
Free online &
classroom trainings

Our Axis A&E Program
members benefit from innovative
and leading-edge resources and
solutions for easier and more
efficient system design.

Register today to become an
&E program member:
A&
https://bit.ly/3gNvmIL

Network, share, and learn with
us at Booth #6128
pg.axis_ad_ae_desktop_bicsi-fall-conf-gd_4.75x4in_us_2106.indd
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Do more with your network
CommScope’s network infrastructure solutions are built to make your
network simpler to deploy and manage, improve its reliability, and give
it the adaptability to evolve as user demand requires.
Our portfolios cover every connection and cable,
from copper and fiber structured cabling to IoT access

ICT Field of Vision Presentation

and from 5G-ready distributed antenna systems to

Horizontal Fiber
Architectures for Buildings
and Campuses

small cells.

August 26, 9:30am

With CommScope, you can power the future of your

PRESENTED BY:

networks; from unified Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi 6E and switching
to intelligent automated infrastructure management;

infrastructure—and your business.

To learn more visit us at
commscope.com and
our virtual booth.
© 2021 CommScope, Inc. All rights reserved. AD-115898-EN

Ronna Davis, CommScope

Exhibitor Showcase
CommScope (V)

CommScope pushes the boundaries of communications technology with game-changing ideas and
ground-breaking discoveries that spark profound
human achievement. We collaborate with our customers and partners to design, create and build the
world’s most advanced networks. It is our passion
and commitment to identify the next opportunity
and realize a better tomorrow. Discover more at
commscope.com

Communication Cable
& Connectivity Association (V)

The Communications Cable & Connectivity
Association (CCCA) is a non-profit association
comprised of leading manufacturers, distributors
and material suppliers. Visit the CCCA virtual
booth for a chance to enter a $100 raffle! CCCA is
a resource on timely topics affecting the structured
cabling industry – to help ensure the safety,
quality and performance of communications cable
and connectivity products. From the dangers
of non-compliant and/or counterfeit products, to
the most effective use of structured cabling in the
data center, to collaborations on best practices
for the design of sustainable cabling infrastructure projects, draw upon CCCA as a source for
science-based information.
		

FOCUS, CLARITY, AMBIANCE

Cambridge Qt X delivers sound masking, paging, and
background music in one easy solution.
LEARN MORE AT BIAMP.COM
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ConEst Software Systems (IP)
Booth 5634

ConEst software products are takeoff, estimating,
project, and service management solutions for the
electrical, low voltage, and data/telecom industries.
ConEst software is designed to help contractors
manage a project’s complete workflow, from
pre-construction through project completion. Easily
build an accurate list of materials and labor hours
for a competitive bid, and then manage every
aspect of the project from tracking change orders
to daily work reports and job costing. Stop
by booth# 5634 for a live demonstration of our
estimating and project management software.
		

Corning Optical Communications (PV)
Booth 6134

Spanning a broad range of end-to-end fiber
solutions for communications networks, Corning’s
products form the network infrastructure that
connects businesses, homes, and people around
the globe. Our Software Defined Networking
(SDN), Remote Power, and fiber-to-the-everywhere technologies support virtually unlimited
bandwidth through high-capacity optical connections for Cellular, Local Area Networks (LANs)
and Data Center (DC) networks. Our solutions
deliver optimum performance and reliability, while
providing a cost-effective migration path to support
future network requirements that reduce total cost
of ownership.
		

Top-to-bottom
Datacom Labeling
See faster, simpler ways
of labeling your entire
datacom rack.
Stop by booth #6429 at the 2021
BICSI Fall Conference to see endto-end rack labeling solutions for
your installations. Ask about our
test equipment integrations to
make your job easier!
Get a preview at
EDGElabeling.com
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Exhibitor Showcase
CP Technologies (IP)
Booth 6529

CP Technologies was established in 1986 with
the vision of creating a company that offers
exceptional value, extraordinary service and
superior quality. With over 30 years of experience, CP Technologies has evolved into one of
the Nation’s largest stocking manufacturers of
copper and fiber optic patch cables and is a top
tier Certified Corning Gold partner.

Direct Line (PV)
Booth 6730

Direct Line is globally recognized as
a full-service provider of best-in-class design,
integration, installation, maintenance, and
management solutions that empower the cloud
for data center owners. Our services deploy
decades of experience and knowledge through
key partnerships with hyperscale technology
companies. We are committed to continually
improving our industry through certified training
of cutting-edge technicians that deliver superior
results with a passion for detail. We are at the
forefront of the technology revolution, building
data centers for over 20 years, and serving the
most trusted names in the cloud. We have a
reputation for precision, and our workmanship
sets us apart in the industry. Direct Line is a
one-stop-shop for network infrastructure, BIM &
CAD design, installation, fiber optic cabling, and
distributed antenna systems (DAS) installations
for data centers worldwide. Please visit us at
https://dl-global.com/

Dura-Line Corporation (PV)
Booth 5732

Dura-Line is a U.S.-based global manufacturer
of a wide range of HDPE products designed
for a variety of markets, including telecommunications, enterprise networking, energy, and
transportation. As an TL 9000 and ISO-9001
rated manufacturer, we take pride in our
state-of-the-art quality products, which include
both outside plant and inside plant (LSZH, Riser,
Plenum). Several technologies set us apart
from other manufacturers including SILICORE™
permanently lubricated lining and FuturePath
MicroTechnology. Our staff of highly trained
and specialized engineers have been hands-on

problem-solving with the telecommunications
industry since the dawn of cell phones.
Dura-Line is at the forefront of the industry
creating strategic solutions that solve the
issue of the unpredictable needs of tomorrow’s
fiber cable requirements.
		

DUZcart (IP)
Booth 6626

DUZcart is a mobile dust containment cart
designed for ceiling access in infection control
areas. It was engineered for quick and easy
deployment and has been built for the rigors
of daily, repetitive use. The DUZcart is an
ingenious cart designed and built by people
who use them every day. Visit our web site
at www.duzcart.com.

Eaton/Tripp Light (PV)
Booth 5733

To help you maintain business continuity and
prevent downtime, Eaton / Tripp Lite offers
a comprehensive portfolio of solutions for your
network needs. Eaton is dedicated to improving
people’s lives and the environment with power
management technologies that are more
efficient, safe, and reliable. These are things
people depend on every day. And the companies
behind them depend on Eaton to solve some of
the toughest power management challenges on
the planet. Because we never lose sight of what
matters. And it is our job to make sure it works.
Bring new life to your data center, network
closet, server room, and critical IT equipment to
maximize uptime, lower cost, and scale to meet
your needs today and into the future. Learn
more at www.eaton.com/datacenters.
		

Edge Power Solutions (PV)
Booth 5828 

Founded by industry professionals for the
purpose of providing high quality Class 2 power
distribution units and accessories to emerging
technology markets and to produce those
products in the U.S. Industries such as Passive
Optical LAL, DAS/Distributed Antenna Systems,
LED Lighting, Security, Wireless, Building
Controls and Remote IOT devices have realized
significant cost savings and enhanced reliability
through the utilization of EPS products.
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Corning® Everon™ Network Solutions
Streamlined, powerful, flexible.
Visit us at booth 6134 at BICSI Fall!
Learn more about Corning® Everon™ Network Solutions
at www.corning.com/everon
© 2021 Corning Optical Communications. All rights reserved. LAN-2883-AEN / June 2021

Exhibitor Showcase
Emcor Enclosures (IP)
Booth 5525

Whether you are designing a new data center or
enhancing an existing one, Emcor, can help you
achieve the ultimate data center solution based
on your specific needs today, while allowing you
the flexibility to succeed tomorrow. Our unique
combination of exceptional solutions and
services will help you achieve all of your data
center objectives. Here are just a few ways Emcor
can assist you with your data center build out:
• Server Cabinets and Racks • Cage Solutions
• Containment •Power Distribution • Command/
Control Consoles https://www.emcorenclosures.
com/markets/data-center/

Extron (PV)
Booth 5628

Every day, millions of people around the world
are having their experiences enhanced by
Extron audiovisual signal processing, distribution,
and control products. Our advanced technologies
create better looking images, higher quality
sound, systems that are easier to control and
work more reliably. Our powerful asset management tools are helping technology professionals
efficiently manage large numbers of audiovisual
systems deployed throughout their enterprises
and institutions.

Your Complete Data Center
Solutions Provider

Direct Line is a one-stop shop for network infrastructure, BIM & CAD design, installation, fiber optic
cabling, and distributed antenna systems (DAS) installations for data centers worldwide. We are at the
forefront of the technology revolution, building data centers for over 20 years serving the most trusted
names in the cloud.
www.dl-global.com

PLEASE VISIT US AT BOOTH #6730
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Exhibitor Showcase
Fiber Instrument Sales, Inc. (IP)
Booth 6525

Fiber Instrument Sales, Inc. (FIS) is a manufacturer and full-line distributor of communication
fiber optic test equipment, enclosures, racks,
connectors, cable/cable assemblies, tools/tool
kits, consumable products, Category 5e and 6
cabling products, and active network equipment.
Serving over 11,000 customers worldwide, FIS
maintains one of the largest fiber optic inventories
in the industry and provides same-day shipping for
most orders. Overnight shipping is available. Fiber
Instrument Sales - “the Solutionists.” Visit us
at www.fiberinstrumentsales.com, or phone
us at 800-5000-FIS(347.)
		

Fluke Networks (PV)
Booth 5726

Fluke Networks is the worldwide leader in
certification, troubleshooting, and installation tools
for professionals who install and maintain critical
network cabling infrastructure. From installing the
most advanced data centers to restoring service in
the worst weather, our combination of legendary
reliability and unmatched performance ensure jobs
are done efficiently.

FrontRow (IP)
Booth 6528

FrontRow offers you complete, integrated
platforms for school communication so you
can deliver great education in a more efficient
way using classroom audio, content capture,
network paging, and AV Control. Visit us at
www.gofrontrow.com.
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Exhibitor Showcase
FSR (PV)
Booth 6028

FSR works for you at Booth #6028. Check out our
NEW Modular Linx System. This UL-listed system
can be used to distribute power to a maximum
of 20 AC outlets on each single circuit. Make wire
management a priority with our Smart-Way On
and In-Floor Raceway Solutions!! The Smart-Way
Floor Raceway makes Designing, Ordering and
Installing Easy!! We focus on adaptable workplace
solutions. Be it in the table, wall, ceiling and/or
floor. Our solutions for out-of-sight connectivity
ensures seamless integration for your design
elements. We will also have our FL-400 floor
box on display. Designed to be installed in wood,
concrete or raised access floors, this 5-inch deep
box features our Patent Pending Clamps to secure
the box in place. Please stop on by. We look
forward to meeting you!!
		

Graphical Networks (PV)
Booth 6132

netTerrain software is an easy to use,
web-based fiber plant system that won’t break
the bank. Track all of your assets and cabling
infrastructure for both inside and outside
plant. Need a better way to track and manage
changes to your cabling infrastructure? Are your
spreadsheets, Google Earth, and Visio diagrams
not cutting it anymore? netTerrain provides fiber
plant and network operations a collaborative and
centralized way to track, troubleshoot, and manage
changes to their network, both inside the building
and outside plant (OSP). With netTerrain OSP,
users can: track changes with 6-decimal precision
using GIS web-based maps, from the street level
all the way down to the port level, manage fiber
capacity, improve connection utilization, manage
fiber strands, and speed up deployment. Located
in Maryland, Graphical Networks is a leading
provider of IT visualization solutions: thousands
of IT professionals use netTerrain to keep costs
down and to be more efficient.

Harger Lightning & Grounding (IP)
Booth 6625

Harger Lightning & Grounding is a leading
manufacturer of Lightning Protection and
Grounding & Bonding products for the Information Transport Systems Market. Harger couples
extraordinary service with high quality products
including; Lightning Protection Systems, SRG,
UL Listed Ground Bars, Ultraweld & UltraShot
Exothermic Welding Equipment, Grounding
Jumpers, Lugs & Connectors, Specialty Ground
Electrodes. Harger also provides Engineering
Services and Training.

Hilti, Inc. (PV)
Booth 6425

Hilti is a provider of premium, innovative and
specialized cable pathways, tools, fastening
systems, and software-based solutions for
technology and communications professionals.
Our expertise covers the areas of powder
actuated fastening, cable management solutions,
horizontal and vertical fire rated pathways,
cutting, measuring, firestopping, screw fastening,
adhesive and mechanical anchoring, strut and
hanger systems, solutions for tool park
productivity as well as worker health and
safety. Understanding the importance education
and safety play on a construction jobsite, Hilti
also offers implementation, training and
support services.
		

Hubbell Premise Wiring/
AccelTex Solutions (PV)
Booth 5832

Hubbell Premise Wiring, an industry leader in
the manufacturer of Structured Cabling Systems
provides solutions for Connectivity, AV, Data
Center Infrastructure and Residential Environments. The HubbellOne Solutions provide
an end-to-end solution, including copper and
fiber cable connectivity, AV systems, equipment
racks, enclosures, and delivery systems.
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INDUSTRY LEADER IN
FIRE-RATED CABLE
PATHWAY SOLUTIONS
Visit us at booth #6425

BC • 12/19

www.hilti.com

Exhibitor Showcase
Hyperline Cabling Systems (PV)		
Booth 5734

Hyperline is a North American manufacturer
of the most comprehensive range of products
available for Structured Cabling Systems;
copper cable, LAN cable, telephone cable,
telecommunication cable, fiber optic cable,
coaxial cable, interface cable, industrial cable,
hybrid cable and much more. Our team of
talented professionals will work diligently and
stand behind our product through every stage.
Whether it is providing product knowledge,
warranty support, or installation training; we’re
here to satisfy your needs.
		

Intertek (IP)
Booth 6035

Intertek is the worldwide leader in delivering complete quality assurance services to
manufacturers, from testing services for cables,
connectivity components, and fiber to supplier
verification, ISO registrations, manufacturing
consulting and much more. For decades we
have provided the industry with specialized
performance testing and independent verification of installed cabling products, Intertek offers
an unsurpassed suite of services to address
the needs of all constituents in the cabling
ecosystem. Ask us about ETL Listings, ETL
Verification, Comparison Testing, and more.

end-to-end.

Ask us about our virtual
Certification Program.

VISIT US
at Booth #5734
www.hyperline.com

Canada 866-634-9737
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United States 888-497-3748

Exhibitor Showcase
Jonard Tools (IP)
Booth 5829

Founded in 1958, Jonard Tools® manufactures
tools for the Telecom, CATV, Fiber Optic, Home
Automation, Security & Alarm, and Electrical
markets. Jonard Tools designs and engineers
patented products by utilizing customer
partnerships to create innovative solutions for
industry needs. New tools are released each
month and are all Made For Life® with lifetime
warranties. Through quality and innovation
Jonard aims to move the industry forward and
connect the world.

Legrand (PV)
Booth 6228

Legrand is a global specialist in electrical and
smart building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of solutions for use in commercial,
industrial, and residential markets makes it a
benchmark for customers worldwide. Legrand’s
building networks and data center solutions
feature well-known product lines, including AFCO
Systems, C2G®, Cablofil®, Electrorack®, Ortronics®,
and Wiremold®. Along with these, Legrand will now
be adding Starline® Busway products to their long
list of data infrastructure solutions. This extensive
offering includes AV/PC, copper and fiber optic
connectivity, as well as physical infrastructure
products. The versatility among these products
gives Legrand the ability to offer a wide range
of solutions within any given space.
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Exhibitor Showcase
Leviton Network Solutions (V)

Lencore Acoustics LLC (IP)
Booth 5626

Lencore manufactures sound masking, paging
and audio systems that helps businesses to
reengage the workforce by creating essential
workspaces no matter where they are or how
they work. Lencore i.Net® sound masking
system meets the UL standard to interface
with a fire alarm control unit in order to mute
in the event of an emergency, and is UL listed
for use in air-handling spaces and have been
independently tested to meet ASTM standards
for speech privacy and ANSI standards for open
platform. Lencore i.Net® speakers are UL listed
for fire alarm, emergency, professional and
commercial use, in accordance with UL 2572,
UL 1480 and NFPA 72. For more information
on Lencore’s systems, contact Lencore at
info@lencore.com or call 516-682-9292

Leviton Network Solutions is a single-source
global manufacturer of copper and fiber cabling
systems. Leviton solutions are used in
data centers, businesses, schools, hospitals,
government facilities and commercial mixed-use
markets around the world. All Leviton products
are engineered to exacting standards, offer
industry-leading performance and are backed
by the industry’s best service and support.
IT management, builders, contractors, and
other industry professionals consistently rank
Leviton products as the most preferred brand
in the industry.

Hubbell Premise Wiring

END-TO-END Solutions for Digital Infrastructure

C

Metals

OBRA-LOCK™

Infrastructure Support

Termination

Copper
Systems

Fiber Optics and
POL
hubbell.com/hubbellpremisewiring

Wireless

BICSI Booth #5832
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Exhibitor Showcase
LockDown, Inc. (IP)
Booth 6026

Lockdown, Inc is the premier provider of infrastructure security products in the world. We provide
unique yet vital products that secure manholes,
handholes, light poles and more. Our products are
in place in over 1000 military bases, data centers,
airports, universities, telcos, private and public
companies.

Lyncole XIT Grounding (IP)
Booth 6130

Lyncole is a grounding and facility electrical
protection company. We manufacture XIT®
grounding systems that are warranted for 30 years
and provide a high performance, stable grounding
solution. Our products and services cover grounding, lightning protection and surge suppression. We
are a one-stop shop that provides complete turnkey
solutions for site and facility electrical protection.

MaxCell (IP)
Booth 6728

MaxCell’s® unique fabric construction conforms to
the cables placed within, greatly reducing wasted
space compared with rigid innerduct. MaxCell
is perfect for Greenfield or congested conduits,
curb to building, ISP, and high density or capacity
applications. Also available is our newest OSP
solution, MaxWrap®. MaxWrap eliminates the need
for a two-step pulling installation process, as with
traditional construction, and protects the existing
cable in new and overbuild applications. Both
MaxCell and MaxWrap reduces installation time
and stress on the cables, adds pathways quickly,
is installed easily and is cost effect. MaxCell and
MaxSpace will be in booth 6728 at the BICSI Fall
Conference. Visit http://www.maxcellinnerduct.
com for more information.
		

Time is too valuable...
choose Tii
Tii Fiber Distribution Hub Series, a cost-effective
solution for project plans and budgets that
can’t afford long lead times.
• Arrives just in time to meet your deployment deadlines
• 96-864 customer fiber service drops
• Custom factory stub lengths available

Customized FTTx solutions delivered faster than the
traditional Industry average

888.844.4720 • www.tiitech.com
Visit us in Booth # 5925
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Exhibitor Showcase
McCormick Systems, Inc. (PV)		
Booth 6435

McCormick Systems has been the nation’s leader
in estimating software for the electrical and low
voltage industry since 1979. With McCormick’s
Design Estimating Pro, contractors can estimate
and design directly on their PDF plan, cutting their
bidding time in half. Together with their automated
home run and routing feature, McCormick saves
you time on every stage of the estimating process.
Stop by booth #6435 to see how McCormick
estimating takes you from PDF to proposal,
all in one program!
		

McGard LLC (PV)		
Booth 5826

McGard is the world’s leading manufacturer of
mechanical security products. McGard provides
perimeter and asset security products to military,
government institutions, correctional facilities, the
utility, automotive and petroleum industries as well
as many other applications where security is
a primary concern.

NetAlly (V)

For over 25 years, NetAlly has been the #1 choice
of network professionals worldwide. We began by
making the world’s first handheld network analyzer
- the LANMeter® - and have continued as industry
pacesetters ever since, first as a business unit
of Fluke Networks Inc. then part of NETSCOUT
Systems, Inc.
Voted Corporate Vision Magazines Best Portable
Network Testing Solutions Provider of 2020, NetAlly
(continued)

Stay Ahead
Of The Curve

The Unique Flexibility of TiniFiber™
Micro Armor Fiber™ Optic Cable
• Unrivaled strength and resilience
• Unmatched armored bend radius
• Seamless, sustainable
end-to-end value

TiniFiber.com
See us at Booth #6025
The Global
TF-114-BICSI-4.75x4.indd
1
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Exhibitor Showcase
continues to set the standard for portable network
testing. We are a company passionate about
innovation and motivated by one purpose:
to create the best test equipment possible,
designed with your success in mind. Period.
Visit us at our virtual booth to discover our
award-winning products, and how we’re helping
organizations deliver better network performance
and connectivity.

a competitive business advantage. With operations in more than 112 countries and a worldwide
partner network, Panduit ensures the success of
our customers with the broadest range of physical
infrastructure solutions and products for data
centers, enterprise, industrial automation, OEMs,
MROs, and industrial construction.
		

We look forward to meeting you!

Visit with us to collaborate on the future of PoE
Lighting and Smart Buildings. Platformatics’
Founders, Matt Laherty and Mike Siefer, will attend
BICSI this year to discuss the benefits of PoE
for smart buildings. Matt and Mike have helped
customers create world class facilities for over
20 years. Since founding Platformatics in 2014,
Platformatics has developed numerous best in
class products for the PoE smart building industry.
Best of all, our products are designed and
manufactured in the US. Stop by to learn more.

Oberon, Inc. (V)

Since 1999, Oberon has provided WiFi infrastructure solutions to wireless consultants, integrators,
installers, and end users. Oberon offers the
widest selection of indoor and outdoor wireless
enclosures and aesthetic mounting solutions for
securing wireless infrastructure in virtually every
venue. Oberon’s products are used where RF
coverage, infrastructure security, environmental
robustness, and aesthetics are paramount in the
network implementation. Oberon is a division of
Chatsworth Products.

OFS (V)

OFS manufactures optical fibers offering
superior performance and reliability. LaserWave’s
laser-optimized multimode fiber is designed for
demanding short reach enterprise and data center
applications. AllWave’s FLEX Singlemode fiber is
the first Zero Water Peak fiber to offer outstanding
bend performance for Fiber-to-the-Home and
enterprise networks. We also provide a complete
line of FITEL’s fusion splicers that produce highly
accurate, reliable splices with minimal loss. FITEL
fusion splicers are designed using state-of-the-art
technology from Furukawa. Visit us at
www.ofsoptics.com

Panduit Corp. (PV)		
Booth 6125

Panduit is a world leader that engineers flexible,
end to-end electrical and network connectivity physical infrastructure solutions that help
businesses stay connected in a global world. Our
high-performance products improve productivity
and offer a lower total cost of ownership to create

Platformatics (IP)
Booth 5929

PoE Texas (PV)		
Booth 6332

Are you ready to join the fastest growing
construction segment today? Automated Lighting
and AV is a $192 Billion (with a B) industry that’s
growing by 14% every year. Now with PoE Lighting
and Automation, you can enter into this highly
lucrative industry. Since 2011, PoE Texas has
delivered Power over Ethernet solutions that
expand the potential of your IT infrastructure
without replacing it. With more than 150 products
designed to integrate with existing network
technology, PoE Texas has made the promise
of PoE accessible to businesses all around the
world from our headquarters in Austin Texas.
Our top-rated team of PoE experts work with
companies of all types to help power lighting,
automation, WiFi access points, VOIP phones,
tablet computers, and anything else in need of
a low voltage Power over Ethernet solution.
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Quabbin Wire & Cable Co., Inc. (IP)
Booth 6726

Quabbin® Wire & Cable manufactures
high-speed data and electronic cables well
known for high performance and consistent
quality: DataMax® 6 and Datamax® 6a patch
cables; WAN Interconnect cables including
T1, xDSL, and DS-3 (735A coaxial); custom
cable designs; and over 200 stocked part
numbers. Check out our Low Smoke Zero
Halogen (LSZH) product line featuring upgraded
constructions proudly boasting the widely
recognized NEC and CEC Type CMX building
ratings. Be sure to ask us about our line of
DataMax® Mini-6 and 6a 28 AWG Patch cables
also offered with a CMP rating (Plenum), as
well as a LSZH option with a dual CM-LS rating!
Stop by our booth to learn what makes
DataMax® Relaxed different and to find out
how Quabbin® can work with you! Be sure
to check out the www.quabbin.com for all
up-to-date product specifications and REAL
TIME inventory!
		

Rosendin (IP)
Booth 6634

Rosendin, headquartered in San Jose, is
employee-owned and one of the largest
electrical contractors in the United States,
employing over 7,000 people, with revenues
averaging $1.8 billion. Established in 1919,
Rosendin remains proud of our more than
100 years of building quality electrical and
communications installations and value
for our clients but, most importantly, for
building people within our company and
our communities. Our customers lead some
of the most complex construction projects
in history, and rely on us for our knowledge,
our ability to scale, and our dedication to
quality. At Rosendin, we work to ensure that
everyone has the opportunity to reach their
full potential by building a culture that is
diverse, safe, welcoming, and inclusive.

Senko Advanced
Components, Inc. (PV)
Booth 5825

SENKO Advanced Components develops,
manufactures, markets and distributes Optical
Interconnect solutions worldwide. An ISO-9001
approved company, SENKO is able to provide
multinational corporations with the technical
expertise to liaise with engineers, and the
manufacturing flexibility to develop custom
products for the ever-growing high tech industry.
The products include newly developed CS and
SN connectors for next gen transceivers and
higher density patch panels, as well as unique
designed LC and MPO products widely used
in today’s telecom and datacom markets.

SIEMON (PV)		
Booth 5725

Established in 1903, Siemon is an industry
leader specializing in the design and manufacture of high quality, high performance low
voltage infrastructure solutions and services.
Headquartered in Connecticut, USA, Siemon
is a global market leader offering the most
comprehensive suite of copper and optical
fiber cabling systems, cabinets, racks, cable
management, data center power and cooling,
and Intelligent Infrastructure Management
solutions.

Softing, Inc. (V)

Softing Inc. provides cable testing with the only
cable certifier platform with the Dual Control
System to make your life easier, the only cable
application qualifier with bi-directional BERT,
SNR, Delay Skew, POE, and active network
testing to prove-out your cable and network
application, and the only Summer PROMO
program with deals across the entire portfolio –
including a 2 for 1 deal going on right now! For
more information visit our BICSI virtual booth or
visit https://itnetworks.softing.com/us/switch/
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Connecting the Hybrid Workforce
As organizations prepare for their employees to return to the office, they are
also re-thinking the role of the office building. Is your building ready to host
employees again?
With renewed emphasis on health and safety and collaboration, technology –
and infrastructure – are vital, and we’re here to help.
• Collaboration is simple, safe, and secure with Atlona equipment
in the conference room
• Connect sensors and vital health solutions with Panduit cabling
and connectivity
• Support wireless connectivity throughout the building with the
latest cabling and connectors
Learn more at www.panduit.com/newoffice or check out our
product offerings at www.panduit.com

Panduit will be showcasing this product
at BICSI Fall, stop by booth 6125.

Exhibitor Showcase
Solara Technical Sales (IP)
Booth 6133

Solara Technical Sales Have mission-critical
equipment that can NOT lose power? At Solara
Technical Sales, we make sure the power stays on!
We do this by defining, designing, and furnishing
high-availability, cost-effective and vendor-agnostic
power solutions. Solara partners with engineering
and installation firms to be the power resource
“behind the curtain” that supports the installation
of the power systems. We work hard not to
compete with any of the companies doing the
installation work. Our applications include, but
are not limited to: • Passive Optical Networks •
Distributed Antenna Systems • Microwave Radios
(point-2-point, point-2-multipoint) • Power Line
Networking • Telecom/Datacom Systems
		

Specified Technologies, Inc. (PV)		
Booth 6432

Specified Technologies Inc. (STI) is a leading
manufacturer of firestop products with the industry’s most complete line of UL® Classified Systems.
The SpecSeal® and EZ-Path™ product lines offer
the latest technology and most complete product
line for High-Traffic™ and permanent firestopping
applications. STI concentrates all its resources
on providing quality, performance, and value with
every firestop solution. STI, where innovation
never stops…visit our booth and see the latest
STI solutions.

Sumitomo Electric Lightwave (PV)		
Booth 6225

Sumitomo Electric Lightwave, a leader in the
development and manufacturing of advanced
and integrated optical fiber and connectivity
solutions showcases its FutureFLEX Air-Blown
fiber, patented peelable ribbon fiber cables,
Lynx2 splice-on connectors, new Quantum fusion
splicers & accessories, and its end-to-end optical
fiber 4th Level Data Center Solutions for fast,
easy, and most cost effective 10g to 40/100G and
beyond network migrations and more. Featured
will be the industry’s first and only 432 fiber plenum
ribbon cable, industry’s only LGX and HD patch
panels in one, and many other industry-first
innovations for the highest quality performance
and most cost-efficient network solutions.
Visit www.sumitomoelectric.com.
		

Sunbird Software (PV)		
Booth 6632

With a focus on real user scenarios for real
customer problems, Sunbird’s DCIM software
helps to mitigate data center complexity issues
by providing clear visibility of all data center
assets, along with their physical connectivity
and relationships, to support the monitoring,
reporting, and moves-adds-change of data
center infrastructure components.
		

BICSI Board of Directors Election Runs 1-30 September 2021

CAST YOUR VOTE

Exercise your BICSI member right.
Positions up for election are:
• President-Elect • EMEA Regional Director
• Treasurer
• U.S. North-Central Regional Director
• U.S. Northeast Regional Director
BICSI members, watch for your electronic
ballot to be emailed 1 September.*
*Those who have chosen not to receive BICSI emails
will be mailed a paper ballot instead.

bicsi.org/elections
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Superior Essex (IP)		
Booth 6228

Superior Essex International LP is a leading
manufacturer and supplier of communications
cables and accessories. With a complete portfolio
of high-performance products manufactured in the
U.S., and over eighty years serving the communications market, Superior Essex has the expertise
and experience to meet all your cabling needs.
We are the first telecommunications wire and
cable manufacturer to offer Environmental Product
Declarations (EPD), Health Product Declarations™
(HPD™), and Multi-Attribute Certifications for our
premises copper and optical fiber cable products.
We are also the first certified Zero Waste to Landfill
cable manufacturer, making us the preferred
choice for all enterprises relying on sustainable,
high-performance solutions to meet the demands
of evolving networks. Superior Essex International
LP is a subsidiary of Superior Essex Inc.
www.SuperiorEssexCommunications.com
		

The Light Connection (IP)
Booth 6525

The Light Connection is a domestic manufacturer
of Simplex, Duplex, Distribution (indoor and indoor/
outdoor), Ribbon, Dry Loose Tube indoor/outdoor
fiber optic cable, furcation tubing, and both Fan-out
and Break-out Kits. Interlocking Aluminum Armoring
is also available with most TLC cables. All of TLC’s
cables are constructed using Corning’s latest fiber
offerings. TLC is an ISO 9001:2008 registered
company offering OFNR, OFNP and LSZH
products all of which are RoHS compliant.

Tii Technologies Inc. (PV)		
Booth 5925

Time is too valuable... choose Tii. Customized FTTx solutions delivered faster than the
traditional Industry average. An over 55-year
leader in providing the communications industry
with fiber and copper products supporting the
ever-changing demands of today’s broadband
networks. Our vertically integrated global
organization combined with quick turnaround
product development and manufacturing allows
Tii to offer a wide range of solutions ensuring
quality performance, safety and reliability.

TiniFiber (PV)		
Booth 6025

Today, the industry has an innovative alternative to
conventional AIA Fiber. TiniFiber® Micro Armor
Fiber™ is a revolutionary U.S. Patented, UL
Approved fiber optic solution that incorporates
a tightly wrapped stainless steel coil around the
fiber jacket. The world’s smallest Micro Armor
Fiber™ optic cable, TiniFiber can conquer any
application, including Big Data, AI, and 5G flexible
solution on the market today. Come see our
innovation from TiniFiber at booth #6025.
		

Transition Networks (PV)		
Booth 6032

Transition Networks provides intelligent edge
solutions for connecting, powering and managing
IoT devices for smart infrastructure. Our solutions
are simple, secure and reliable. Fortune 100
companies, federal agencies and technology
partners trust us for our world-class service,
technical expertise and industry tailored products.

TREND Networks (PV)
Booth 6630

TREND Networks is based in New Jersey, with
international offices and an experienced global
team. We manufacture and supply a range of
industry leading and dependable test equipment
that makes our customers’ jobs simpler, including: cable certifiers, data cable testers, network
transmission testers, PoE testers, CCTV testers
and more.
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Exhibitor Showcase
UCL Swift Americas (PV)
Booth 6033

UCL Swift North America (NA) (formerly
America Ilsintech), a subsidiary of UCL Swift,
is a nationwide provider of performanceengineered fiber optic components. With
over 20 years of proven manufacturing
capabilities, UCL Swift NA delivers patented
All-In-One functionality with Swift fusion splicers
that integrate thermal stripping, cleaving, cleaning,
splicing and protecting into a single unit. This
comprehensive approach to fiber terminations
consistently delivers reliable connections, reduced
installation time, and high precision splices.
Additionally, UCL Swift NA delivers connectors,
factory terminated and tested cable assemblies
and enclosures that provide cleaner connections
and superior optical performance – ideal for FTTH,
Data Center and Campus environments. Discover
how All-In-One functionality can provide quicker
installs, reduced downtime, easier redundancy
channels, and reliable connection performance.
Experience the Swift difference at BICSI
Booth #6033.

UL, LLC (V)

UL is the global safety science leader. We deliver
testing, inspection, and certification (TIC), training
and advisory services, risk management solutions
and essential business insights to help our
customers around the globe achieve their safety,
security, and sustainability goals. We also support
your drive to enhance product quality, access
global markets and clearly differentiate your
products in the marketplace. Our customer-centric
service offerings include the rigorous assessments
that manufacturers, installers, brand owners,
retailers, regulatory bodies and consumers have
come to expect from UL.

redundant testing, which saves both time and
money, and helps you get safer and better-quality
products to market more quickly.
		

Viking Electronics, Inc. (PV)
Booth 6030

Viking Electronics engineers and manufactures
over 500 security and communication products in the USA. Products include Emergency
Phones, Entry Systems, Paging Interfaces, Mass
Notification Systems, Hotline Phones, Autodialers,
Enclosures and more. In addition to their extensive
analog line, Viking offers a large selection of IP
products that are SIP compliant. Based in Hudson,
Wisconsin, Viking’s 50+ year legacy is built
on reliability and electronic innovation. Viking
manufactures products that are designed to last
and they offer many of their products in Enhanced
Weather Protection. Providing free lifetime product
support they also back their products up with
a two-year limited warranty.

Z-Band Technologies (V)

Save time, money and worry with Z-Band’s
ultra-reliable, user-friendly RF and IP video
distribution solutions.
Integrators, AV designers, consultants, and
commercial end customers across the country
count on us for the expertise, products and
support they need to solve their unique system
challenges.
We’ve streamlined video distribution capabilities
in just about every industry. Let’s chat about
how we can do the same for you!

We evaluate more than 70 different wire and cable
product categories to national and international
standards for safety, performance, quality,
environmental impact and regulatory compliance as required for markets in North America,
Latin America, Middle East, Europe and Asia.
Our customized service packages help reduce
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Like Never Before.
Sumitomo Electric launches the
Q502S Active Clad Alignment Fusion Splicer

SumitomoElectricLightwave.com

BOOTH 6225

SIMPLIFIED, SMART AND HASSLE-FREE FUSION SPLICING
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Thank you for attending the 2021
BICSI Fall Conference & Exhibition

2022
Winter Hybrid Conference & Exhibition
30 January – 3 February • Orlando, Florida, USA
Fall Conference & Exhibition
25-29 September • Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

2023
Winter Conference & Exhibition
5-9 February • Tampa, Florida, USA
Fall Conference & Exhibition
10-14 September • Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

2024
Winter Conference & Exhibition
28 January – 1 February • Orlando, Florida, USA
Fall Conference & Exhibition
15-19 September • Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
Visit bicsi.org/conferences for the most up-to-date schedule.
© BICSI, July 2021. All rights reserved. BICSI and all other registered trademarks within are property of BICSI, Inc.
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BICSI WINTER

Conference & Exhibition
Hybrid Event • Orlando, Florida, USA • 30 January - 3 February 2022

Leading the Future for the Connected World

Do Winter YOUR Way:
In Person or Virtually

Exceptional ICT content and
networking is yours either way.
bicsi.org/winter.

Interested in being a conference presenter?
Apply by 24 September 2021 at bicsi.org/winter.

Technology That Blends with Your Design
Extron provides integrated
audiovisual solutions that
complement the full range of
environments you create, from
huddle spaces, meeting rooms,
and classrooms to entertainment

Control & Automation

Audio Systems

Collaboration &
UC Integration

Room Scheduling

venues, control centers, medical
facilities, and more. Our advanced
technologies enhance the user
experience, providing better
looking images, higher quality
sound, systems that are easier to
control and work more reliably.

800.633.9876 • extron.com/avdesign

